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Abstract. We introduce a formalism for derived moduli functors on differential
graded associative algebras, which leads to non-commutative enhancements of derived
moduli stacks and naturally gives rise to structures such as Hall algebras. Descent
arguments are not available in the non-commutative context, so we establish new
methods for constructing various kinds of atlases. The formalism permits the devel-
opment of the theory of shifted bi-symplectic and shifted double Poisson structures in
the companion paper [Pri9].

Introduction

The basic building blocks for derived algebraic geometry in characteristic 0 are dif-

ferential graded-commutative algebras (CDGAs) A0
δ←− A1

δ←− . . . (where we use ho-
mological grading) concentrated in non-negative chain degrees. In particular, derived
affine schemes form the opposite category to these, localised at weak equivalences, and
derived moduli problems give rise to functors from such CDGAs to ∞-groupoids, or
equivalently to simplicial sets.

This paper is concerned with non-commutative enhancements of derived moduli func-
tors, which tend to exist when the moduli problems are linear in nature. Specifically,
we look at functors F on differential graded associative algebras (DGAAs) concentrated
in non-negative chain degrees, which restrict to the usual derived moduli functors F com

when restricted to CDGAs, and to the non-commutative deformation functors of [ELO]
when restricted to Artinian local DGAAs. The main motivating examples are given by
moduli of perfect complexes and related constructions: given any DGAA (or even dg
category) A , we can consider the functor which sends a DGAA B to the ∞-groupoid
of perfect A ⊗ B-complexes. Related constructions are given by considering the ∞-
groupoid of Morita morphisms from A to B, or the ∞-groupoid of DGAA maps from
A to B modulo inner automorphisms.

From a non-commutative moduli functor F and a finite DGAA M , we can also
form a new moduli functor ΠMF := F (M ◦ −). The obvious examples to consider
for M are the matrix algebras Mn = Matn, which lead to representation spaces given
by the commutative restrictions (ΠMnF )com. In particular, this means that the usual
process of studying an associative algebra by looking at the associated representation
spaces becomes a two-stage process, with our non-commutative moduli functors featur-
ing as an intermediate step. Another example of this form is the functor F (( Z Z

0 Z )⊗−)
parametrising extensions of elements of F , which leads to the data required to recover
Hall algebras.

A significant difference between commutative and non-commutative settings is that
there is no good notion of descent in the non-commutative setting, because coproducts
are not preserved by pullbacks. This might seem at first sight to be a serious stumbling
block, but sheaves and descent are only of secondary importance in derived algebraic ge-
ometry, where the conditions for existence of cotangent complexes with good obstruction
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theory are essentially independent of sheaf conditions. We therefore just concentrate
on presheaves, and look for atlases consisting of a nested union of affine objects which
map surjectively to our presheaf, without any form of descent. For moduli of projective
modules or of perfect complexes, we show how to construct such atlases by parametris-
ing idempotents. For more general well-behaved derived NC prestacks F , we prove a
weaker result showing that every point x ∈ F (A) of the prestack is dominated by a
form of non-commutative Lie algebroid étale over F , since this is all we need to develop
a theory of shifted double Poisson structures in [Pri9].

The structure of the paper is as follows.
In §1, we introduce NC prestacks and their derived analogues, together with cotangent

complexes, étale morphisms and submersive morphisms (the NC analogue of smooth
morphisms). We also explain how each such prestack has associated representation
spaces, look at how they can recover Hall algebras, and explain the relations with
various other non-commutative enhancements of algebraic geometry.

In §2, we then introduce non-commutative analogues of higher and derived Deligne–
Mumford and Artin stacks, which can be thought of as Kan complexes of non-
commutative affine schemes, following the philosophy of [Pri5]. The main results are
Proposition 2.15 and Corollary 2.29, and their derived analogues Propositions 2.51 and
2.52, showing that the moduli functors of projective modules and of perfect complexes
are derived NC Artin ∞-prestacks. We also observe in Remark 2.54 that moduli of
perfect complexes over any locally proper dg category have well-behaved cotangent
complexes.

Since constructing Artin atlases is much harder work without descent, §3 instead
shows how to approximate derived NC prestacks by stacky DGAAs, which act as a
derived non-commutative analogue of Lie algebroids. A stacky DGAA is a bidifferential
bigraded associative algebra, where we think of one grading as stacky and the other as
derived, and only define equivalences relative to the derived structure. Every derived
NC prestack F naturally extends to a functor D∗F on stacky DGAAs, and when F has
a well-behaved cotangent complex, we concentrate on the rigid points (D∗F )rig ⊂ D∗F ,
i.e. the points corresponding to suitably étale maps from stacky DGAAs. The main
results are Corollary 3.23 and Proposition 3.24, showing that most invariants of F can
be recovered from (D∗F )rig; in [Pri9], we use these to extend the definition of shifted
bisymplectic and double Poisson structures naturally to all such derived NC prestacks.

Notation. For a chain (resp. cochain) complex M , we write M[i] (resp. M [j]) for the

complex (M[i])m = Mi+m (resp. (M [j])m = M j+m). We often work with double com-

plexes, in the form of cochain chain complexes, in which case M
[j]
[i] is the double com-

plex (M
[j]
[i] )nm = M j+n

i+m. When we have a single grading and need to compare chain

and cochain complexes, we silently make use of the equivalence u from chain complexes
to cochain complexes given by (uV )i := V−i, and refer to this as rewriting the chain
complex as a cochain complex (or vice versa). On suspensions, this has the effect that

u(V[n]) = (uV )[−n]. We also occasionally write M [i] := M [i] = M[−i] when there is only
one grading.

For chain complexes, by default we denote differentials by δ. When we work with
cochain chain complexes, the cochain differential is usually denoted by ∂. We use the
subscripts and superscripts • to emphasise that chain and cochain complexes incorporate
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differentials, with # used instead when we are working with the underlying graded
objects.

Given A-modules M,N in chain complexes, we write HomA(M,N) for the cochain
complex given by

HomA(M,N)i = HomA#
(M#, N#[−i]),

with differential δf = δN ◦ f ± f ◦ δM , where V# denotes the graded vector space
underlying a chain complex V .

We write sSet for the category of simplicial sets, and map for derived mapping spaces,
i.e. the right-derived functor of simplicial Hom. (For dg categories, map corresponds
via the Dold–Kan correspondence to the truncation of RHom.)
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Definition 1.1. For a commutative ring R, we write Alg(R) for the category of asso-
ciative R-algebras A.

We denote the opposite category to Alg(R) by Affnc(R). Given A ∈ Alg(R), we
denote the corresponding object of Affnc(R) by Spec ncA.

Definition 1.2. For a CDGA R = (. . .
δ−→ R1

δ−→ R0), we write dgAlg(R) for the

category of associative R-algebras A• = (. . .
δ−→ A1

δ−→ A0
δ−→ . . .) in chain complexes.

We write dg+Alg(R) for the full subcategory consisting of objects A concentrated in
non-negative chain degrees.

We denote the opposite category to dgAlg(R) (resp. dg+Alg(R)) by DGAffnc(R)
(resp. DG+Affnc(R)). Given A ∈ dg+Alg(R), we denote the corresponding object of
DG+Affnc(R) by Spec ncA.

We think of DG+Affnc(R) as the category of non-commutative derived affine schemes
over R, with equivalences given by quasi-isomorphism.

There is a model structure on dg+Alg(R) (resp. dgAlg(R)) in which weak equivalences
are quasi-isomorphisms and fibrations are surjections in strictly positive degrees (resp.
surjections). The model structures come from the projective model structure on chain
complexes of abelian groups by applying [Hir, Theorem 11.3.2] to the free-forgetful
adjunction. The inclusion functor dg+Alg(R) → dgAlg(R) is then left Quillen, with
right adjoint given by good truncation. In this model structure, objects of dg+Alg(R)
which are freely generated as graded associative R#-algebras (forgetting the differential)
are cofibrant, as are their retracts.

Remark 1.3. Note that we do not need any restrictions on the characteristic of R, since
the free functor from chain complexes of abelian groups to R-algebras is given by the
tensor functor V 7→ R⊗ZTZ(V ), which sends trivial cofibrations to quasi-isomorphisms.
This is in marked contrast to the situation for commutative algebras (or indeed algebras
over any symmetric operad), where differential graded algebras do not have a natural
model structure.

The following notion gives the classical truncation of a derived NC affine scheme:

Definition 1.4. Define π0 : DG+Affnc(R)→ Affnc(R) by π0Spec ncA := Spec ncH0A.

The reason for this notation is that dg+Alg(R) is Quillen equivalent, via Dold–Kan
normalisation and the Eilenberg–Zilber shuffle product, to the natural model category
of simplicial R-algebras. Thus objects Spec ncA ∈ DG+Affnc(R) correspond to cosim-
plicial diagrams in Affnc(R), with π0Spec ncA being the limit of the cosimplicial diagram
(whereas path components π0 denote the colimit of a simplicial diagram).

Definition 1.5. Given A ∈ dgAlg(R), we denote by Aopp the R-DGAA with the same

underlying complex as A but the opposite multiplication, so aoppbopp := (−1)āb̄(ba)opp.
We then write Ae := A ⊗R Aopp and AL,e := A ⊗L

R A
opp, which we may regard as an

object of the homotopy category of dgAlg(R), so Ae-modules (resp. AL,e-modules) are
A-bimodules for which the left and right R-module structures are strictly compatible
(resp. compatible up to coherent homotopy).

Note that if A and R are both concentrated in non-negative chain degrees, with the
underlying graded algebra A# flat over R#, then we may simply take AL,e = Ae. In
particular, this holds whenever A is cofibrant in dgAlg(R).
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Definition 1.6. Given A ∈ dgAlg(R), we denote by dgMod(A) the category of right
A-modules in chain complexes. If A ∈ dg+Alg(R), we let dg+Mod(A) ⊂ dgMod(A) be
the subcategory of objects concentrated in non-negative chain degrees.

Applying [Hir, Theorem 11.3.2] as before, there is a projective model on dg+Mod(A)
(resp. dgMod(A)) in which weak equivalences are quasi-isomorphisms and fibrations
are surjections in strictly positive degrees (resp. surjections).

Definition 1.7. For A ∈ dgAlg(R), we say that a module M ∈ dg+Mod(A) is homo-
topy projective if as an object of the homotopy category Ho(dg+Alg(A)) it is a direct
summand of a direct sum of copies of A, without shifts.

Lemma 1.8. For C ∈ dg+Alg(R), a morphism f : M → N in dg+Mod(C) has the
homotopy left lifting property with respect to all surjections if and only if its cone is
homotopy projective.

Proof. This is a standard argument. By considering homotopy fibre products, it follows
that the morphism f has the homotopy left lifting property with respect to all surjections
if and only if its cone does. In other words, this says that for all surjections K � L in
dg+Mod(C), the map

Ext0
C(cone(f),K)→ Ext0

C(cone(f), L)

is surjective.
This property is satisfied whenever cone(f) is a direct sum of copies of C, and indeed

whenever cone(f) is a retract of such. Conversely, given cone(f) with the properties
above, choosing a set S of generators for cone(f)0 gives a map

⊕
s∈S A→ cone(f) which

is surjective in degree 0. This then leads to a surjection⊕
s∈S

A⊕ cone(cone(f)>0)[1] → cone(f)

from an object of dg+Mod(C) quasi-isomorphic to
⊕

s∈S A, which must admit a homo-
topy section by hypothesis. �

1.2. Smooth and étale morphisms.

Definition 1.9. Given a morphism f : C → A in dgAlg(R), we define the AL,e-module
Ω1
A/C in complexes to be the kernel of the multiplication map A ⊗C A → A, and we

denote its differential (inherited from A) by δ.
We refer to the left-derived version LΩ1

A/C of this as the cotangent complex, which

is unique up to quasi-isomorphism, and is given by

cocone(A⊗L
C A→ A),

again regarded as an AL,e-module.

Remarks 1.10. Note that if C → A is a morphism in dg+Alg(R), then LΩ1
A/C is quasi-

isomorphic to A ⊗Ã Ω1
Ã/C
⊗Ã A for any factorisation C → Ã → A with Ã → A a

quasi-isomorphism and Ã# flat as a left or right C#-module; in particular this applies

if Ã is a cofibrant replacement of A over C.
Observe that for an A-bimodule M , an A-bilinear map Ω1

A/C →M is essentially the

same thing as an C-bilinear derivation A → M , via the universal derivation d : A →
Ω1
A/C given by da = a⊗ 1− 1⊗ a.
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Lemma 1.11. Given morphisms C → B → A in dgAlg(R), there is a natural exact
triangle

A⊗L
B LΩ1

B/C ⊗
L
B A→ LΩ1

A/C → LΩ1
A/B →

of AL,e-modules.

Proof. Substituting in the definitions, we see that

A⊗L
B LΩ1

B/C ⊗
L
B A ' cocone(A⊗L

C A→ A⊗L
B A),

and that cocone(LΩ1
A/C → LΩ1

A/B) reduces to the same expression. �

Lemma 1.12. Any surjection C → D in dg+Alg(R) with square-zero kernel I (i.e.
0 = I · I ⊂ C) is quasi-isomorphic to a diagram of the form

pr1 : D′ ×hη,D′⊕I[−1],0
D′ → D′,

for some derivation η : D′ → I[−1], where ×h denotes the homotopy fibre product.

Proof. This follows by adapting the argument of for instance [Pri4, Proposition 1.17] to
the setting of DGAAs. �

Lemma 1.13. A morphism f : A → B in dg+Alg(R) is a quasi-isomorphism if and
only if

(1) the map H0f : H0A→ H0B is an isomorphism, and
(2) the relative cotangent complex LΩ1

B/A ⊗
L
BL,e (H0B ⊗H0R H0B) is acyclic.

Proof. For the “only if” direction, observe that a quasi-isomorphism automatically in-
duces an isomorphism on H0, and that it makes the relative cotangent complex LΩ1

B/A

acyclic because the spaces of derived derivations must agree.
For the “if” direction, consider the transformation f∗ : mapdg+Alg(R)(B,−) →

mapdg+Alg(R)(A,−) of derived mapping spaces. Since H0f is an isomorphism, the trans-

formation f∗ is a weak equivalence when evaluated on any C ∈ Alg(H0R). For arbitrary
C ∈ dgAlg+(R), we proceed by induction on the Postnikov tower of C, i.e. the system
of quotients PnC := C/τ>nC by good truncations. The n = 0 case follows because
P0C ' H0C.

For the inductive step, we use the fact that the map PnC → Pn−1C is homotopy
equivalent to a surjection with square-zero kernel (HnC)[−n]. Lemma 1.12 thus expresses
mapdg+Alg(R)(B,PnC) as the homotopy fibre product of a diagram

mapdg+Alg(R)(B,Pn−1C) η
--

mapdg+Alg(R)(B,H0C ⊕ (HnC)[−n−1]),

mapdg+Alg(R)(B,H0C)
0 11

and similarly for A.
Over a fixed map g : B → H0C, the homotopy fibre of mapdg+Alg(R)(B,H0C ⊕ I)→

mapdg+Alg(R)(B,H0C) has ith homotopy group

Ext−i
BL,e(LΩ1

B, I) = Ext−i(H0B⊗H0R
H0B)(LΩ1

B ⊗L
BL,e (H0B ⊗H0R H0B), I),

which is isomorphic to the corresponding expression for A, by Lemma 1.11 and acyclic-
ity of LΩ1

B/A ⊗
L
BL,e (H0B ⊗H0R H0B). Substituted in the homotopy fibre product
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above and combined with the inductive hypothesis, this yields the required equivalence
mapdg+Alg(R)(B,PnC) ' mapdg+Alg(R)(A,PnC).

Passing to the homotopy limit over n then gives mapdg+Alg(R)(B,C) '
mapdg+Alg(R)(A,C), which implies that f : A→ B is a weak equivalence. �

Definition 1.14. We say that a morphism f : A → B in Alg(H0R) is l.f.p. if for any
filtered system {Ci}i in Alg(H0R) with colimit C, the morphism

lim−→
i

HomAlg(H0R)(B,Ci)→ lim−→
i

HomAlg(H0R)(A,Ci)×hHomAlg(H0R)(A,C) HomAlg(RH0)(B,C)

of Hom-sets is an isomorphism.
We say that a morphism f : A→ B in dgAlg(R) is homotopy l.f.p. if for any filtered

system {Ci}i in dgAlg(R) with colimit C, the morphism

lim−→
i

mapdgAlg(R)(B,Ci)→ lim−→
i

mapdgAlg(R)(A,Ci)×hmapdgAlg(R)(A,C) mapdgAlg(R)(B,C)

of derived mapping spaces is a weak equivalence.

In particular, this means that if a morphism f in dg+Alg(R) is homotopy l.f.p., then
H0f is l.f.p., but beware that l.f.p. morphisms in Alg(R) are not homotopy l.f.p. in
general.

Lemma 1.15. A morphism A→ B in dgAlg+(R) is homotopy l.f.p. if and only if

(1) the morphism H0A→ H0B in Alg(H0R) is l.f.p., and
(2) the relative cotangent complex LΩ1

B/A ⊗
L
BL,e (H0B ⊗H0R H0B) is perfect as an

H0B ⊗H0R H0B-module.

Proof. The “only if” direction is immediate; we prove the “if” direction by a similar
induction to that used in Lemma 1.13. Since LΩ1

B/A ⊗
L
BL,e (H0B ⊗H0R H0B) is perfect,

it has finite projective dimension, k say.
For any filtered system {C(i)} in dg+Alg(R) with C := lim−→i∈I C(i), fix an element

fl of the derived mapping space map(A,Cl) for some l ∈ I; denote its images in
map(A,C(i)) (for i > l) and in map(A,C) by fi and f respectively. Writing map(B,C)f
(resp. map(B,C(i))fi) for the homotopy fibre of map(B,C)→ map(A,C) over f (resp.
map(B,C(i)) → map(A,C(i)) over fi, the desired statement amounts to showing that
the natural map

lim−→
i≥l

map(B,C(i))fi → map(B,C)f

is a weak equivalence.
For the Postnikov tower Pn introduced in Lemma 1.13, denote by Pnf (resp. Pnfi)

the image of f (resp. fi) in map(A,PnC) (resp. map(A,PnC(i))). For n = 0, the first
hypothesis is equivalent to saying that the morphism

lim−→
i

map(A,P0C(i))P0fi → map(A,P0C)P0f

of homotopy fibres is a weak equivalence. Applying Lemma 1.12 and taking homotopy
fibres gives the expression

map(B,PnC)Pnf ' map(B,Pn−1C)Pn−1f×hη,map(B,H0C⊕(HnC)[−n−1])P0f
,0map(B,H0C)P0f ,

and similarly for each (C(i), fi). Since the homotopy fibres of map(B,H0C ⊕
(HnC)[−n−1])P0f → map(B,H0C) are governed by the relative cotangent complex,
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which is perfect, they commute with filtered colimits in C. Applied inductively, this
shows that the morphisms

lim−→
i

map(A,PnC(i))Pnfi → map(A,PnC)Pnf

are weak equivalences for all n.
It remains to show that we can pass the filtered colimit in i past the homotopy limit

in n. To do this, we look at the behaviour of the homotopy groups at each stage in the
induction. Let d be the projective dimension of L := LΩ1

B/A ⊗
L
BL,e (H0B ⊗H0R H0B),

which is finite because the complex is perfect. We have exact sequences

Extn−kH0B⊗H0R
H0B

(L,HnC)→πkmap(B,PnC)Pnf

→ πkmap(B,Pn−1C)Pn−1f → Extn−k+1
H0B⊗H0R

H0B
(L,HnC),

from which we deduce that the maps πkmap(B,PnC)Pnf → πkmap(B,Pn−1C)Pn−1f are
isomorphisms for all n > k + d, and similarly for C(i).

In particular, this means that the derived limits lim←−
1 of these homotopy groups vanish,

and hence that

πkmap(B,C)f ∼= lim←−
n

πkmap(B,PnC)Pnf
∼= πkmap(B,Pk+d+1C)Pk+d+1f ,

and similarly for C(i). Substituting the result for Pk+d+1C above, we therefore conclude
that the morphisms

lim−→
i≥l

πkmap(B,C(i))fi → πkmap(B,C)f

are all isomorphisms, as required. �

Definition 1.16. We say that a morphism f : A→ B in Alg(H0R) is formally submer-
sive (resp. formally étale) if for any surjection C → D in Alg(R) with nilpotent kernel,
the morphism

HomAlg(R)(B,C)→ HomAlg(R)(B,D)×HomAlg(R)(A,D) HomAlg(R)(A,C)

of Hom-sets is surjective (resp. an isomorphism). We then say that f is submersive
(resp. étale) it is also l.f.p.

We say that a morphism f : A → B in dg+Alg(R) is homotopy formally submer-
sive (resp. homotopy formally étale) if for any surjection C → D in dg+Alg(R) with
nilpotent kernel, the morphism

mapdg+Alg(R)(B,C)→ mapdg+Alg(R)(B,D)×hmapdg+Alg(R)(A,D) mapdg+Alg(R)(A,C)

of mapping spaces is surjective on π0 (resp. a weak equivalence). We then say that f is
homotopy submersive (resp. homotopy étale) it is also homotopy l.f.p.

Remark 1.17. The concepts of submersiveness and étaleness are chosen so that if a
morphism A → B of DGAAs is homotopy submersive (resp. homotopy étale), then
the morphism A/([A,A])→ B/([B,B]) of abelianisations is a homotopy smooth (resp.
homotopy étale) morphism of CDGAs. The reason for our use of “submersive” instead
of “smooth” is to avoid a terminological conflict with the notion of smoothness from
[KS], which was chosen to ensure that the forgetful functor from CDGAs to DGAAs
preserves smoothness; every homotopy l.f.p. DGAA is smooth in that sense, since its
cotangent complex is perfect as a bimodule.
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Lemma 1.18. A morphism f : A → B in dg+Alg(R) is homotopy étale (resp, homo-
topy submersive) if f is homotopy l.f.p. and the BL,e-module LΩ1

B/A is acyclic (resp.

homotopy projective).

Proof. This is a standard obstruction-theoretic argument. By induction, it suffices to
consider surjections C → D with square-zero kernel in Definition 1.16. Applying Lemma
1.12 then reduces the question to square-zero extensions of the form D⊕M → D. The
statement now follows from Lemma 1.8 because for f ∈ mapdg+Alg(R)(A,D), we have

mapdg+Alg(R)(A,D ⊕M)×hmapdg+Alg(R)(A,D) {f} ' mapdg+Mod(AL,e)(LΩ1
A, f∗M),

and similarly for B. �

Definition 1.19. The model category Affnc(R)∧ of NC prestacks is defined to be the
category of simplicial set-valued functors on Alg(R), equipped with the projective model
structure

The model category DG+Affnc(R)∧ of derived NC prestacks is defined to be the cate-
gory of simplicial set-valued functors on dg+Alg(R), equipped with the left Bousfield lo-
calisation of the projective model structure at morphisms of the form f∗ : RSpec ncB →
RSpec ncA, for quasi-isomorphisms A→ B.

As in [TV1, §2.3.2],the homotopy category Ho(DGAffnc(R)∧) is equivalent to the
category of weak equivalence classes of weak equivalence-preserving simplicial functors
on dg+Alg(R), since fibrant objects are those prestacks which preserve weak equivalences
and are objectwise fibrant.

Definition 1.20. Given A ∈ Alg(H0R), define the presheaf Spec ncA ∈ Affnc(H0R)∧ to
be the functor HomAlg(H0R)(A,−) of homomorphisms.

Given A ∈ dg+Alg(R), define the simplicial presheaf RSpec ncA ∈ DGAffnc(R)∧ to
be the derived mapping functor mapdg+Alg(R)(A,−).

Remark 1.21. Derived mapping functors can be calculated using simplicial framings as
in [Hov, Theorem 5.4.9] by setting map := RMapr. If A is cofibrant (i.e. if A# is a
retract of a free graded associative algebra) and Q ⊂ R, then one such explicit model
for mapdg+Alg(R)(A,B) is given by the simplicial set

n 7→ HomdgAlg(R)(A,B ⊗Q Ω•(∆n)),

where Ω•(∆n) := Q[t0, t1, . . . , tn, δt0, δt1, . . . , δtn]/(
∑
ti − 1,

∑
δti) is the CDGA of de

Rham polynomial forms on the n-simplex, with the ti of degree 0.

Definition 1.22. Say that a morphism RSpec ncB → RSpec ncA is a closed immersion
if the associated map H0A→ H0B is surjective.

Definition 1.23. Say that a derived NC prestack is affine, or a derived affine NC
scheme, if it is weakly equivalent to one of the form RSpec ncA, for A ∈ dg+Alg(R).

1.3. Representation spaces and related constructions.

Definition 1.24. If Q ⊂ R, then given an NC prestack (resp. derived NC prestack) F
over R, denote by F com the restriction of F to commutative R-algebras CAlg(R) (resp.
CDGAs dg+CAlg(R)).

Note that if F = Spec ncA (resp. RSpec ncA) is an NC affine scheme (resp. a derived
NC affine scheme), then F com is an affine scheme (resp. a derived affine scheme), given
by Spec (A/([A,A])) (resp. RSpec (A′/([A′, A′])) for a cofibrant replacement A′ of A).
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1.3.1. Restriction of scalars. Given an associative R-algebra S, there is an endofunctor
ΠS/R of Affnc(R)∧ given by sending a prestack F to the prestack F (−⊗R S). We can
think of this as a form of Weil restriction of scalars, or as a mapping prestack (of maps
from Spec ncS to F ). When no ambiguity is likely, we simply denote ΠS/R by ΠS .

The following is an immediate consequence of the general adjoint functor theorem
and exactness of flat tensor products:

Lemma 1.25. If S is finite and flat as an R-module, then the restriction of scalars
functor

∏
S/R on Affnc(R)∧ preserves the affine NC schemes Affnc(R). This functor

preserves submersive morphisms, étale morphisms, epimorphisms and open morphisms.

Example 1.26. By taking S to be the ring Matn(R) of n×n matrices, for any NC affine
scheme Spec ncA over R, the NC affine scheme ΠMatn/RSpec ncA represents the functor
of R-algebra homomorphisms from A, so

(ΠMatn/RSpec ncA)(B) = HomAlg(R)(A,Matn(B)).

Thus (ΠMatn/RSpec ncA)com is the affine scheme representing framed n-dimensional rep-
resentations of A.

We can also consider the NC prestack [Spec ncA/Gm], which sends B to the nerve
of the groupoid [HomAlg(R)(A,B)/B×] of R-algebra homomorphisms modulo inner au-

tomorphisms, where Gm(B) := B× acts by conjugation. Then the hypersheafification
of

(ΠMatn [Spec ncA/Gm])com

is the Artin 1-stack representing n-dimensional representations of A.

There is similarly an endofunctor ΠS/R of DG+Affnc(R)∧ given by sending a prestack
F to the prestack F (−⊗R S). Again, we can think of this as Weil restriction of scalars,
or as a mapping prestack. Similarly, we have:

Lemma 1.27. If S ∈ Alg(R) is finite and flat as an R-module, then the restriction
of scalars functor

∏
S/R on DG+Affnc(R)∧ preserves the derived affine NC schemes

DG+Affnc(R). This functor preserves submersive morphisms, étale morphisms, epi-
morphisms and open morphisms.

1.3.2. Flags and Hall algebras. If we let T (r1, . . . , rn) be the ring of block upper trian-
gular matrices with diagonal blocks of size r1, . . . , rn, then the restriction of scalars

(ΠT (r1,...,rn)[Spec ncA/Gm])com

gives the groupoid of flags of A-representations of signature (r1, . . . , rn), by adapting
Example 1.26. The graded quotients of the flag are induced by the natural ring homo-
morphisms

pi : T (r1, . . . , rn)→ Matri ,

while the inclusion

ι : T (r1, . . . , rn)→ Mat∑
i ri

sends a flag to the underlying representation.
A similar phenomenon arises for the moduli functors P and Perf of projective mod-

ules and of perfect complexes in §§2.1.2 and 2.1.4 below. For those functors F , we have
natural equivalences ΠMatnF ' F and ΠT (r1,...,rn)F ' ΠTnF , where Tn := T (1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸

n

).
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The motivic Hall algebra product induced on F com (see for instance [Bri, §4.2]) thus
comes from push-pull homomorphisms associated to the diagram

F ' ΠMat2F
ι←− ΠT2F

(p1,p2)−−−−→ F × F.

We now summarise the conditions on an NC prestack F which allow us to construct
a Hall algebra in this way. To begin with, we need a marked basepoint {0} ∈ F (R) and
we need F to commute with finite products.

We will also need F to be stable under adding 0 in the following sense. We have
canonical composite maps

ΠMnF
(id,0)−−−→ (ΠMnF )× F ∼= ΠMn×M1F → ΠMn+1F

ΠT (r1,...,rn)F
(id,0)−−−→ (ΠT (r1,...,rn)F )× F ∼= ΠT (r1,...,rn)×M1

F → ΠT (r1,...,ri−1,ri+1,ri+1,...rn)F,

given by insertion of 1× 1-matrices M1 on the diagonal, and we require these maps to
be equivalences and independent of the n+ 1 (resp. ri + 1) choices of position to insert
the new entry.

We then have a simplicial diagram of prestacks given in degree n by ΠTnF '
ΠT (r1,...,rn)F , with simplicial operations induced by the obvious maps

∂i : T (r1, . . . , rn)→


T (r2, . . . , rn) i = 0

T (r1, . . . , ri−1, ri + ri+1, ri+2, . . . , rn) 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1

T (r1, . . . , rn−1) i = r,

and

σi : ΠT (r1,...,rn)F
(id,0)−−−→ ΠT (r1,...,rn)×M1

F → T (r1, . . . , ri, 1, ri+1rn)F.

For this to result in an associative Hall algebra product amounts to requiring that
ΠT•F be a 2-Segal object in the sense of [DK]. Substituting in [DK, Theorem 2.3.2], it
suffices to show that that for 1 ≤ j ≤ n, the natural diagram

ΠT (r0,r1,...,rn)F −−−−→ ΠT (r0,r1+...+rj ,rj+1,...,rn)Fy y
ΠT (r0,r1,...,rj)F −−−−→ ΠT (r0,r1+...+rj)F

is a homotopy pullback square. Since we are assuming that F preserves products, we
may rewrite the homotopy fibre product as

ΠT (r0,r1+...+rj ,rj+1,...,rn)F ×hΠT (r0,r1+...+rj)×Mrj+1×...×Mrn
F ΠT (r0,r1,...,rj)×Mrj+1×...×Mrn

F

If F is homogeneous in the sense of Definition 2.42 below, we may then exploit nilpotence
of the surjection

T (r0, r1 + . . .+ rj , rj+1, . . . , rn)→ T (r0, r1 + . . .+ rj)×Mrj+1 × . . .×Mrn

to deduce that

F (T (r0, r1 + . . .+ rj , rj+1, . . . , rn)(B))×hF (T (r0,r1+...+rj)(B)) F (T (r0, r1, . . . , rj)(B))

' F (T (r0, r1 + . . .+ rj , rj+1, . . . , rn)(B)×T (r0,r1+...+rj)(B) T (r0, r1, . . . , rj)(B))

= F (T (r0, r1, . . . , rn)(B)),

as required.
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Since [DK, §3.2] allows us to associate Hall algebras to 2-Segal objects, this means that
there are Hall algebras associated to any NC prestack F which is product-preserving,
homogeneous and has a basepoint {0} ∈ F (R) for which F is stable under adding 0 in
the sense above.

1.4. Comparisons with other non-commutative spaces.

1.4.1. From pre-triangulated dg categories to NC prestacks. One perspective on non-
commutative geometry, appearing for instance in [KKP, Orl] is that a NC space is a
pre-triangulated dg category, with schemes and algebraic stacks being replaced by their
dg categories of perfect complexes.

Given such a dg category A, there are two candidates for the most natural derived
NC prestack which we can associate to it. One is the functor of perfect complexes
PerfA : B 7→ Perf(A ⊗L

R B) (see Definition 2.28 below for a precise definition of Perf).
The other sends B to the space of derived Morita morphisms from A to B, i.e. the
space of dg functors from A to the dg category perdg(B) of perfect B-modules; by [Toë,
Theorem 1.1], this is equivalent to the nerve Mor (A, B) of the core of the simplicial
category associated to the dg category mordg(A, B) of those A − B-bimodules which
are perfect over B. When A is a smooth and proper dg category over R, observe that
we have a natural equivalence Mor (A, B) ' Perf(Aopp ⊗L

R B).
There are also much smaller NC prestacks we can consider, such as the functor of

finite projective A − B-bimodules. When A ∈ Alg(R), a natural étale subfunctor of
π0Mor is given by the prestack [RSpec ncA/Gm] introduced in §1.3.1.

1.4.2. From NC prestacks to quasi-NC enhancements. In [Kap], Kapranov introduced
a notion of NC schemes (referred to as quasi-NC structures in [Tod]), consisting of a
ringed space (X,OX) where OX is associative, its abelianisation Ocom

X defines a scheme
(X,Ocom

X ), and the map OX → Ocom
X is pro-nilpotent. Thus X is a non-commutative

nilpotent thickening of a scheme. Given an NC prestack F , we can extend F com to a
functor on the category of Kapranov NC schemes (X,OX) by setting

map(X,F ) := holim←−
d

RΓ(X,F (O≤dX )),

where OX = lim←−d O≤dX . In particular, for an n-geometric NC prestack F as in §2
below, this will yield a quasi-NC enhancement of the n-geometric Artin stack (F com)]

on completion and sheafification.
Toda’s quasi-NCDG structures from [Tod] are a dg enhancement of Kapranov’s quasi-

NC structures. For any derived NC prestack F , we can extend F com to a functor on the
category of Toda’s quasi-NCDG structures by the formula above. When applied to an
n-geometric derived NC prestack F , this will similarly yield a quasi-NCDG enhancement
of the n-geometric derived Artin stack (F com)].

It is important to note that a (derived) NC prestack F leads to such enhancements
not just of the commutative restriction F com, but also (via §1.3.1) of the representation
spaces (ΠMatrF )com.

1.4.3. From NC prestacks to non-commutative deformations. Given a field k and a point
x ∈ F (k) of a (derived) NC prestack, we can study the infinitesimal neighbourhood of

x by looking at the functor F̂x : A 7→ F (A) ×hF (x) {x} for local (dg) Artinian algebras

A with residue field k, giving a simplicial set-valued functor we we can think of as
the ∞-groupoid of (derived) NC deformations of x. Note that in the derived case,
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the functor F̂x is only defined on Artinian objects A ∈ dg+Alg(R), but that the non-
commutative analogue of [Pri1, Corollary 4.49] gives a natural extension to Artinian
objects in dgAlg(R) whenever F is homogeneous in the sense of Definition 2.42 below.

Truncating to the fundamental groupoid then gives us a groupoid-valued functor πf F̂x
on Artinian DGAAs, which is a deformation functor in the sense of [ELO]. In particular,

both of the functors πf ̂(PerfA)E and πf ̂Mor (A,−)E induced by the prestacks discussed

in §1.4.1 correspond to the functor Defh(E) from [ELO].
However, as observed by Kawamata in [Kaw], non-commutative deformation theory is

not local in nature, because a non-commutative Artin semi-local algebra with nilpotent
Jacobson radical is not usually a product of Artin local algebras. A simple manifes-
tation of this phenomenon is that non-commutative deformations of an R-module M
are governed by the DGAA REndR(M), so deformations of the R×R-module M ×N
are governed by the DGAA REndR×R(M ×N) 6= REndR(M)×REndR(N). Thus the
sheafification inherent to the quasi-NC structures of §1.4.2 destroys information about
distant commutative points interacting with each other non-commutatively.

Given a (derived) NC prestack F , a semisimple algebra S and a point x ∈ F (S), there

is an associated functor F̂x : A 7→ F (A)×F (S){x} on the category of nilpotent extensions
A of S, in other words a (derived) NC deformation functor, regarded as multi-pointed
when S is not simple. In contrast with the commutative setting, if S decomposes into
simple algebras as

∏
i Si, with xi ∈ F (Si) the image of x, then F̂x cannot be recovered

from the individual deformation functors F̂xi .

2. Non-commutative analogues of algebraic stacks

2.1. Non-commutative n-geometric prestacks. We now set about forming non-
commutative enhancements of moduli stacks, using our non-commutative affine schemes
as the building blocks. In the non-commutative setting, the typical difficulty with
trying to glue affine schemes or to take stacky quotients is that descent does not behave
well. We bypass this problem by observing that for our motivating examples, there
exist atlases on the level of prestacks, without needing descent. In other words, the
moduli functors F admit filtered systems {Ui → F}i of submersive morphisms from
non-commutative affines, such that lim−→i

Ui → F is a surjection of presheaves.
We now fix a commutative ring R, which will act as our base ring.

2.1.1. Definitions. The following definition arises by substituting our context in [Pri5,
Definitions 3.1 and 3.2]. For an explicit description of the partial matching objects
featuring here, see [Pri2, §2].

Definition 2.1. Given a simplicial diagram Y ∈ Affnc(R)∆opp
, define an NC Artin

(resp. NC Deligne–Mumford) n-hypergroupoid over Y to be a morphism X• → Y• in
Affnc(R)∆opp

, for which the partial matching maps

Xm → HomsSet(Λ
m
k , X)×hHomsSet(Λ

m
k ,X) Ym

are submersive (resp. étale) epimorphisms for all m ≥ 1, and are isomorphisms for all
m > n. When Y = SpecR is the final object, we will simply refer to X as an NC Artin
(resp. NC Deligne–Mumford) n-hypergroupoid.

Define a trivial NC Artin (resp. NC Deligne–Mumford) n-hypergroupoid over Y to
be a morphism X• → Y• in Affnc(R)∆opp

, for which the matching maps

Xm → HomsSet(∂∆m, X)×HomsSet(∂∆m,Y ) Ym
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are submersive (resp. étale) epimorphisms for all m ≥ 0, and are isomorphisms for all
m ≥ n.

Thus trivial hypergroupoids are hypercovers, but note that since the epimorphism
condition means that we are only regarding a morphism in Affnc(R) as being surjective
if it has a section, every trivial hypergroupoid is a levelwise trivial fibration, and hence
a levelwise weak equivalence.

Definition 2.2. Define an NC prestack F to be strongly quasi-compact (sqc) n-
geometric Artin (resp. Deligne–Mumford) if it arises as the geometric realisation of
an NC Artin (resp. NC Deligne–Mumford) n-hypergroupoid X. Say that a morphism
G → F of such prestacks is submersive (resp. étale) if it arises as the geometric real-
isation of a relative NC Artin (resp. NC Deligne–Mumford) n-hypergroupoid Y → X
with Y0 → X0 submersive (resp. étale).

Remarks 2.3. Definition 2.2 gives an analogue of the strongly quasi-compact n-geometric
Artin or Deligne–Mumford stacks in [TV2]. More precisely, if X is an sqc n-geometric
Artin (resp. Deligne–Mumford) NC prestack, then restricting the functor to commu-
tative R-algebras and taking étale hypersheafification yields a strongly quasi-compact
n-geometric Artin (resp. Deligne–Mumford) stack, by [Pri5, Theorem 4.15]. That same
theorem can be used to give an alternative inductive characterisation of sqc n-geometric
Artin NC prestacks as prestacks F for which there exists a surjective submersion U → F
from an NC affine U such that U ×hF U is sqc (n− 1)-geometric.

Unravelling the definitions, if F is an sqc n-geometric Artin NC prestack F , then F is
equivalent to a limit-preserving functor X for which the map X(A)→ X(B) of simplicial
sets is a Kan fibration for every nilpotent surjection A → B in Alg(R). If C → B is
another morphism in Alg(R), this means that the fibre product X(A)×X(B) X(C) is a
homotopy fibre product. It thus follows that the natural map

F (A×B C)→ F (A)×hF (B) F (C)

is a weak equivalence, so F satisfies the NC analogue of the homogeneity property from
[Pri4] (cf. §2.2.2 below), which is closely related to Schlessinger’s conditions.

Moreover, the epimorphism conditions imply that for all A ∈ Alg(R), the simplicial
set F (A) is a Kan complex, with the higher isomorphism conditions implying that it is
in fact a form of n-groupoid. In particular, its homotopy groups vanish above degree n.

Finally, since the partial matching maps are submersive, they are l.f.p., which
amounts to saying that for any filtered system {Bi}i in Alg(R) with colimit B, the
map

lim−→
i

X(Bi)→ X(B)

is a fibration. In particular, if C → B is another morphism in Alg(R), this means that
the fibre product X(C) ×X(B) lim−→i

X(Bi) is a homotopy fibre product, so the natural
diagram

lim−→i
F (C ×B Bi) −−−−→ F (C)y y

lim−→i
F (Bi) −−−−→ F (B)

is a homotopy pullback square.
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Definition 2.4. We say that a morphism F → G of sqc n-geometric Artin (resp.
Deligne–Mumford) NC prestacks is submersive (resp. étale) if it arises as the geometric
realisation of a relative NC Artin (resp. NC Deligne–Mumford) n-hypergroupoid X →
Y for which the map X0 → Y0 is submersive (resp. étale).

Definition 2.5. We say that a morphism F → G of sqc n-geometric Artin (resp.
Deligne–Mumford) NC prestacks is open if

(1) it is submersive (resp. étale), and
(2) it is a levelwise monomorphism in the sense that for all A ∈ Alg(R), the map

F (A)→ G(A) induces an injection on π0 and an isomorphism on the homotopy
groups πi for i ≥ 1.

Remark 2.6. We may rephrase formal submersiveness of a morphism F → G of n-
geometric Artin NC prestacks as saying that for all nilpotent surjections A → B of
R-algebras, the map

η : F (A)→ G(A)×hG(B) F (B)

to the homotopy fibre product is surjective on π0, since [Pri5, Theorem 4.7] allows us
to represent any morphism of n-geometric stacks by a relative n-hypergroupoid. For
submersiveness of such a morphism, we need to add an l.f.p. condition, which amounts
to saying that for any filtered system {Ci}i of R-algebras with colimit C, the map

lim−→
i

F (Ci)→ F (C)×hG(C) lim−→
i

G(Ci)

is an equivalence.
Similarly, étaleness of a morphism F → G of n-geometric Deligne–Mumford NC

prestacks amounts to saying that η is a weak equivalence, together with the same l.f.p.
condition.

If F → G is a levelwise monomorphism, then η reduces to the map

G(A)×π0G(A) π0F (A)→ G(A)×π0G(B) π0F (B),

so submersiveness reduces to saying that π0F (A) → π0G(A) ×π0G(B) π0F (B) is sur-

jective, hence an isomorphism since both sides embed in π0G(A). Étaleness (where
defined) also reduces to the same condition.

In particular, this means that if we regard n-geometric Deligne–Mumford NC
prestacks as being n-geometric Artin NC prestacks, the two potential notions of open-
ness from Definition 2.5 agree.

We are now in a position to be able to pass beyond the strongly quasi-compact setting:

Definition 2.7. Define an NC prestack F to be n-geometric Artin (resp. Deligne–
Mumford) if it arises as a filtered colimit of open morphisms of sqc n-geometric Artin
(resp. Deligne–Mumford) NC prestacks (for fixed n). Define an NC prestack F to be
∞-geometric Artin (resp. Deligne–Mumford) if it arises as a filtered colimit open mor-
phisms of sqc m-geometric Artin (resp. Deligne–Mumford) NC prestacks, for varying
m.

The following is now an immediate consequence of Lemma 1.25:

Lemma 2.8. If S ∈ Alg(R) is finite and flat as an R-module, then the restriction of
scalars functor

∏
S/R on Affnc(R)∧ preserves the subcategories of n-geometric and ∞-

geometric Artin and Deligne–Mumford NC prestacks, with
∏
S/R F being sqc whenever

F is so.
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2.1.2. Moduli of projective modules.

Definition 2.9. Given a non-unital associative R-algebra A, define the groupoid I(A)
of idempotents of A as follows.

The set ObI(A) of objects of I(A) is defined to be the set of idempotents

{e ∈ A : e2 = e}.

The set IsoI(A) of isomorphisms in I(A) is defined to be the set of pairs

{(f, g) ∈ A×A : fgf = f, gfg = g}.

The source and target of the isomorphism (f, g) are defined to be the idempotents gf
and fg respectively. The identity at e ∈ ObI(A) is given by (e, e), and composition is
given by multiplication, so (f ′, g′) ◦ (f, g) := (f ′f, gg′) whenever fg = g′f ′. Note that
the inverse of (f, g) is simply (g, f).

Remarks 2.10. Observe that the functor ObI is represented by R, regarded as a non-
unital algebra, since a non-unital R-algebra homomorphism R → A is determined by
the image of 1 ∈ R, which must be idempotent.

The functor IsoI is also representable: take the free non-unital R-algebra on genera-
tors f, g, and quotient by the relations fgf = f and gfg = g.

Indeed, for any non-unital associative R-algebra B which is finite and projective as an
R-module, a similar construction shows that the functors ObI(B⊗R−) and IsoI(B⊗R−)
are representable. In particular, we may apply this to matrix rings B = Matn(R), in
which case B ⊗R A ∼= Matn(A), and I(Matn(A)) is a groupoid of idempotent matrices.

Lemma 2.11. The groupoid I(A) is equivalent to the groupoid of those right A-modules
which are direct summands of A, while the groupoid I(Matn(A)) is equivalent to the
groupoid of those projective right A-modules which admit a set of n generators.

Proof. We begin by defining a functor from I(A) to the category of right A-modules.
On objects, this functor sends an idempotent e to the right A-module eA. Note that
if we have (f, g) ∈ IsoI with source e := gf and target e′ := fg, then e′f = f and
fe = f . In particular, this means that left multiplication by f defines a right A-module
isomorphism from eA to e′A, with inverse given by g. It is then easy to see that the
resulting map

IsoI(e, e
′)→ HomA(eA, e′A)

satisfies all the conditions required of a functor.
Similarly, if e ∈ I(Matn(A)), then e(An) is a direct summand of the right A-

module An, or equivalently a projective A-module with n generators, and a pair
(f, g) ∈ IsoI(e, e

′) is equivalent to an invertible element of

HomA(eAn, e′An) ∼= e′Matn(A)e,

giving rise to an equivalence from I(Matn(A)) to the groupoid of those right A-modules
which are direct summands of An. �

Composing I with the forgetful functor from unital to non-unital rings gives us a
functor (also denoted I) from Alg(R) to groupoids, which we now study.

Lemma 2.12. The source and target maps IsoI → ObI are both submersive maps of
representable functors on Alg(R). The representable functor ObI is also submersive.
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Proof. If a functor on non-unital rings is represented by a non-unital ring A, then the
associated functor on unital rings is represented by the unital ring R⊕A, so IsoI → ObI
are both representable as functors on Alg(R). The representing algebras are finitely
generated, because their non-unital precursors were also. It remains to establish formal
submersiveness.

We begin by considering the source map. Given a surjection φ : A → B in Alg(R)
with square-zero kernel J , we need to show that

IsoI(A)
(s,φ)−−−→ ObI(A)×ObI(B) IsoI(B)

is surjective. Take an element ẽ ∈ ObI(A) with image e ∈ ObI(B), and an isomorphism
(f, g) ∈ IsoI(B) with source e, so e = gf . We need to show that (f, g) lifts to an element
of IsoI(A) with source ẽ.

First, use surjectivity of φ to lift f to an element f̃ ∈ A. Since fe = f , we may
post-multiply by ẽ, and thus assume that f̃ ẽ = f̃ . Next, lift g to an element g′ ∈ A;
similarly, we may assume that g′ = ẽg′. Now let x = g′f̃ − ẽ; this is an element of J ,
since its image in B is gf − e = 0. Setting g̃ := (1− x)g′ gives an element with

g̃f̃ = (1− x)g′f̃ = (1− x)(ẽ+ x) = ẽ− xe+ x = ẽ

(noting that x2 = 0), so (f̃ , g̃) has source ẽ. Finally, note that

g̃f̃ f̃ = ẽf̃ = f̃ , f̃ g̃f̃ = f̃ ẽ = f̃ ,

so (f̃ , g̃) is indeed an element of IsoI(A).
Formal submersiveness of the target map now follows by symmetry, and it only re-

mains to show that ObI is submersive. Given an idempotent e ∈ I(B), lift it to an
element y ∈ A, and set ẽ := 3y2 − 2y3. This is another lift of e, and it is necessarily
idempotent because (3y2 − 2y3)2 ≡ (3y2 − 2y3) mod (y2 − y)2 and (y2 − y) ∈ J . �

Definition 2.13. Define Mat∞(A) to be the filtered colimit lim−→n
Matn(A) of the non-

unital ring homomorphisms Matn(A) → Matn+1(A) given by extension by 0. Thus an
object of the non-unital ring Mat∞(A) can be regarded as an N × N-matrix with only
finitely many non-zero entries.

The following is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.11

Proposition 2.14. The groupoid I(Mat∞A) is equivalent to the groupoid P(A) of finite
projective right A-modules.

Proposition 2.15. The simplicial functor on Alg(R) sending an associative algebra A
to the nerve BP(A) is a submersive 1-geometric Artin NC prestack.

Proof. By Proposition 2.14, the NC prestack BP is equivalent to the filtered colimit
lim−→n

BI(Matn(−)) of prestacks. By Remarks 2.10, these NC prestacks can be repre-
sented by simplicial NC affine schemes, and Lemma 2.12 implies that these simplicial
NC affine schemes are submersive Artin 1-hypergroupoids.

It therefore remains only to show that the maps BI(Matn(−)) → BI(Matn+1(−))
are open. That they are monomorphisms follows from Lemma 2.11. That the maps are
submersive amounts to saying that for any nilpotent surjection A → B, if a projective
right A-module M is such that the right B-module M ⊗AB is a direct summand of Bn,
then there is a compatible presentation of M as a direct summand of An. To see this,
first lift the n induced generators of M ⊗A B to elements of M ; these will necessarily
generate M as an A-module. We then need a section σ̃ : M → An lifting the section
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σ : M ⊗A B → Bn; to construct this, start from the map (σ, id) : M → Bn ×M⊗AB M ,
then lift to σ̃ : M → An using projectivity of M . �

Remark 2.16. On restricting to commutative rings, the NC prestack BP gives the geo-
metric 1-stack of projective modules. Note that geometricity of this prestack is not a
consequence of Remarks 2.3, because we have not had to hypersheafify: the restriction
of BP to commutative rings is already an étale hypersheaf. Proposition 2.15 is thus
much more than an NC analogue of geometricity of the (commutative) stack of vector
bundles, because we have a simplicial affine presentation of BP which works without
requiring any form of hypersheafification.

By contrast, the standard presentation (requiring hypersheafification) of the stack of
vector bundles over commutative rings is just

∐
nBGLn, which amounts to taking the

full subgroupoid of BI(Mat∞) on diagonal idempotents.

Corollary 2.17. Given a finite flat associative R-algebra S, the simplicial functor on
Alg(R) sending an associative algebra A to the nerve BP(S ⊗R A) is a submersive
1-geometric Artin NC prestack.

Proof. This follows by combining Proposition 2.15 with Lemma 2.8. �

Remark 2.18. Note that if we apply Corollary 2.17 to the algebra Tn(R) of upper
triangular n×n matrices, then we establish 1-geometricity of the prestack BP(Tn⊗−)
of flags of length n.

2.1.3. Prestacks of dg categories. We now consider dg category-valued moduli functors,
which are similar in spirit to the (∞, 1)-category-valued functors considered in [Bal].

The following adapts Definition 2.1 from simplicial sets to dg categories:

Definition 2.19. Define an sqc NC Artin dg category over R to be a functor C from
Alg(R) to dg categories with the following properties:

(1) the presheaf ObC of objects of C is affine, i.e. lies in Affnc(R);
(2) for each n ∈ Z, the functors A 7→

∐
(x,y)∈ObC(A) C(x, y)n are affine;

(3) for any nilpotent surjection A→ B in Alg(R), the morphism

C(A)→ C(B)

is a fibration of dg categories for the model structure of [Tab];
(4) for any filtered system {Ai}i in Alg(R) with colimit A, the map

lim−→
i

C(Ai)→ C(A)

is a fibration of dg categories.

Moreover, we say that C has n-truncated Hom-complexes if C(x, y)i = 0 for all i > n
(homological, not cohomological, grading) and all x, y ∈ ObC(A).

Remark 2.20. We may rephrase the third condition in Definition 2.19 as saying that for
all x, y ∈ C(A), the map C(A)(x, y)→ C(B)(x̄, ȳ) is a surjection of complexes, and that
H0C(A) → H0C(B) is a fibration of categories, meaning that for any object x ∈ C(A)
and any isomorphism γ : x̄ → y in H0C(B), there is a lift of γ to an isomorphism in
H0C(A) with source x.

We may similarly rephrase the fourth condition as saying that for all x, y ∈
lim−→i
C(Ai), the map lim−→i

C(Ai)(x, y) → C(A)(x̄, ȳ) is a surjection of complexes, and

that lim−→i
H0C(Ai)→ H0C(A) is a fibration of categories.
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The reason we do not have an analogue of the epimorphism condition from Definition
2.1 is that every dg category is fibrant, so it is redundant when considering NC Artin
dg categories C → SpecR.

As for instance in [Pri3], for any dg category-valued moduli functor, there is an
associated simplicial set-valued functor describing moduli of objects, constructed as
follows.

We first form a dg category τ≥0C by taking good truncation of the Hom-complexes
in non-negative homological degrees, so

(τ≥0C)(x, y)i :=


C(x, y)i i > 0

Z0C(x, y) i = 0

0 i < 0.

We can now apply the Dold–Kan denormalisation functor N−1 (denoted by K in [Wei,
8.4.4]) to each Hom-complex, giving simplicial sets N−1(τ≥0C)(x, y). Applying the
Alexander–Whitney map (cf. [Wei, 8.5.4]) to composition morphisms in τ≥0C then
gives composition maps for N−1(τ≥0C)(x, y), making it into a simplicial category.

Given the simplicial category N−1τ≥0C, we can then form the subcategory
W(N−1τ≥0C) of homotopy equivalences, so W(N−1τ≥0C)(x, y) ⊂ N−1τ≥0C(x, y) is the
union of path components over invertible morphisms in H0C(x, y). This simplicial cat-
egory can be regarded as a form of ∞-groupoid, and we can then take the nerve to
give a simplicial set W̄W(N−1τ≥0C). By comparing universal properties and homotopy
groups, an alternative characterisation is as the derived mapping space

W̄W(N−1τ≥0C) ' mapdgCat(Z, C)

from the dg category Z, consisting of one object ∗ with End(∗) = Z, or as the derived
mapping space

mapsCat(∗, N−1τ≥0C)
in simplicial categories.

Proposition 2.21. If C is an sqc NC Artin dg category over R with n-truncated Hom-
complexes, then the simplicial presheaf

A 7→ mapdgCat(Z, C(A))

is an sqc (n+ 1)-geometric NC Artin prestack.

The proof will proceed by calculating mapdgCat(Z, C(A)) as a derived left function
complex, so we first need a cosimplicial resolution of the dg category Z.

Lemma 2.22. There exists a cosimplicial resolution J• of Z in dgCat which is cofibrant
for the Reedy model structure, and such that for r ≥ 1 the cosimplicial latching maps
LrJ → Jr (in the notation of [Hov, §5.2]) are:

(1) isomorphisms on objects, and
(2) given on the underlying graded categories by freely adding finitely many homo-

morphisms in chain degrees ≥ n− 1.

Proof of lemma (sketch). We may set J0 to be the one-object category Z, which is
cofibrant, and then set J1 to be the dg category K of [Tab] which is quasi-equivalent to
Z and has two objects, with the map Z

∐
Z → J1 being a cofibration freely generated

by five homomorphisms of various degrees.
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We now proceed inductively, so assume that we have constructed the cosimplicial
resolution J• to level r − 1, and thus need a factorisation LrJ → Jr → M rJ of the
map LrJ → M rJ from the rth latching object to the rth matching object, such that
LrJ → Jr is a cofibration and the map Jr → Z is a quasi-equivalence.

Now, for any dg category B, taking iterated colimits gives

mapdgCat(L
rJ,B) ' mapsSet(∂∆r,mapdgCat(Z,B)),

and thus the homotopy fibre Fx of map(LrJ,B) → map(Z,B) over an object x ∈
B is given by the Dold–Kan denormalisation N−1τ≥0(B(x, x)[r−2]) for r ≥ 3, while
for r = 2 we have to restrict to quasi-isomorphisms, giving the homotopy fibre as
(N−1B(x, x))×H0B(x,x) H0B(x, x)×.

For an object j ∈ J , the identity functor on J thus gives us an element
of Hr−2(LrJ)(j, j) which is invertible when r = 2. Take a representative a ∈
Zr−2(LrJ)(j, j) and form Jr by freely attaching a morphism in chain degree r − 1
with δh = a, or δh = a − 1 when r = 2. Now look at the homotopy fibre Gx of
map(Jr,B)→ map(Z,B) over x. By construction, the map Gx → Fx is homotopic to a
constant and has homotopy fibres N−1τ≥0(B(x, x)[r−1]), from which it follows that Gx
must be contractible.

We have therefore constructed a latching map LrJ → Jr by freely adding a homo-
morphism in chain degree r − 1, with the map Jr → Z being a quasi-equivalence. It
remains only to show that we have a compatible map Jr → M rJ , but this follows be-
cause M rJ → Z is a quasi-equivalence (seen for instance by analysing the cosimplicial
Dold–Kan correspondence), so the image of a in M rJ is homologically trivial, and we
may map h to a suitable homotopy. �

Proof of Proposition 2.21. Since every dg category is fibrant in the model structure of
[Tab], we may apply [Hov, Theorem 5.4.9], calculating map as the derived left function
complex RMapl. In other words, a model for mapdgCat(Z, C(A)) is given by the simplicial
set

i 7→ HomdgCat(J
i, C(A)),

for the cosimplicial cofibrant resolution J• of Z in dgCat given by the lemma.
By Kan extension, J• gives rise to a colimit-preserving functor J : sSet→ dgCat with

J(∆r) = Jr; in particular, LrJ = J(∂∆r). Once we observe that the inclusion Λrk ↪→
∂∆r of a horn in the boundary of an r-simplex is a pushout of the map ∂∆r−1 → ∆r−1,
it follows from the lemma that the partial latching maps J(Λrk) → Jr are cofibrations
freely generated by finitely many homomorphisms in chain degrees ≥ r − 2, for r ≥
2. In particular, the morphisms σ≤r−3J(Λr) → σ≤r−3J

r of brutal truncations are
isomorphisms for r ≥ 3.

Since J• is a resolution of Z = J0, we also know that the coface maps ∂i : Jr−1 → Jr

are all quasi-equivalences. We may use this to deduce that the partial latching maps
J(Λrk)→ Jr are all trivial cofibrations, as follows. For r = 1, the partial latching maps
are already coface maps. If the statement holds for all 1 ≤ r < m, then J(K) → J(L)
is a trivial cofibration for all trivial cofibrations K → L of simplicial sets generated in
degrees < m. In particular, each face of Λmk induces a trivial cofibration Jm−1 → J(Λmk )
whose composition with J(Λmk )→ Jm is a coface map Jm−1 → Jm, and hence a quasi-
equivalence. By the two-out-of-three property, we deduce that the partial latching map
J(Λmk )→ Jm is a quasi-equivalence, and hence a trivial cofibration.
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For any fibration B → D of dg categories, we may therefore deduce that the map

HomdgCat(J
•,B)→ HomdgCat(J

•,D)

of simplicial sets is a Kan fibration, since HomsSet(Λ
r
k,HomdgCat(J

•,B)) =
HomdgCat(J(Λrk),B).

The isomorphisms σ≤r−3J(Λr) → σ≤r−3J
r above then imply that the good trunca-

tions τ≤r−2J(Λrk) → τ≤r−2J
r are all isomorphisms. For any fibration B → D of dg

categories with n-truncated Hom-complexes, it follows that the Kan fibrations

HomdgCat(J
•,B)→ HomdgCat(J

•,D)

are in fact relative (n+ 1)-hypergroupoids, since the partial matching maps are isomor-
phisms in degrees ≥ n+ 2.

Since C is an sqc NC Artin dg category and every dg category is fibrant, this im-
plies that the partial matching maps of the simplicial NC presheaf HomdgCat(J

•, C(−))
are all formally submersive epimorphisms, and are isomorphisms in degrees ≥ n + 2.
Since the J(Λmk ) → Jm are all finitely generated, it follows that the partial matching
maps of HomdgCat(J

•, C(−)) are all l.f.p., and hence submersive. Thus we have shown
that the model HomdgCat(J

•, C(−)) for mapdgCat(Z, C(−)) is an an NC Artin (n + 1)-
hypergroupoid, as required. �

Definition 2.23. We say that a morphism F → G of sqc NC Artin dg categories over
R is

(1) formally submersive if for all for all nilpotent surjections A→ B of R-algebras,
the dg functor

η : F (A)→ G(A)×hG(B) F (B)

to the homotopy fibre product is surjective on homotopy classes of objects;
(2) l.f.p. if for any filtered system {Ci}i of R-algebras with colimit C, the dg functor

lim−→
i

F (Ci)→ F (C)×hG(C) lim−→
i

G(Ci)

is a quasi-equivalence;
(3) submersive if it is formally submersive and l.f.p.;
(4) open if it is submersive and a levelwise monomorphism in the sense that for all

A ∈ Alg(R), the map F (A) → G(A) induces an injection on homotopy classes
of objects and quasi-isomorphisms on Hom-complexes.

2.1.4. Moduli of perfect complexes.

Definition 2.24. Given a DGAA A, write perdg(A) for the dg category of cofibrant
perfect complexes of right A-modules; for alternative characterisations, see [Kel, §4.6].

Definition 2.25. For A ∈ Alg(R), define a dg category Pi(A) as follows. We let the
objects of Pi(A) consist of pairs (e, δ), where e ∈

∏
n∈Z Matin(A) is idempotent and

δ ∈
∏
n∈Z Matin,in−1 satisfying

0 = δn ◦ δn+1 ∈ Matin+1,in−1 ,

δn = en−1 ◦ δ ◦ en.

Thus δ gives precisely the data to turn the graded projective right A-module⊕
n(enA

in)[−n] into a chain complex P (e, δ) of right A-modules, and hence a perfect
complex.
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We then define the morphisms in Pi(A) by setting

Pi(A)((e, δ), (e′, δ′)) := HomA(P (e, δ), P (e′, δ′));

explicitly,

Pi(A)((e, δ), (e′, δ′))r :=
∏
n∈Z
{f ∈ Matin,in+r(A) : fn = en+r ◦ fn ◦ en},

with differential δ(f) := δ ◦ f ∓ f ◦ δ.

This set-valued functor of objects of Pi is clearly representable by a finitely generated
R-algebra, with generators corresponding to the co-ordinates of (e, δ) and relations
corresponding to the equations they must satisfy. Similarly, each functor of morphisms
of fixed degree in Pi is clearly representable by a finitely generated R-algebra.

Proposition 2.26. The functors Pi are sqc NC Artin dg categories with truncated
Hom-complexes.

Proof. We have already seen that the object and morphism functors associated to Pi are
representable by finitely generated R-algebras. They are therefore affine, and for any
filtered system Aj of R-algebras, the map lim−→j

Pi(Aj)→ Pi(lim−→j
Aj) is an isomorphism,

hence a fibration. We know that the values of in are zero outside some interval [M,N ],
which implies that Pi has (N −M)-truncated Hom-complexes.

Thus the only remaining condition to verify from Definition 2.19 is that for any nilpo-
tent surjection φ : A → B in Alg(R) with square-zero kernel I, we need the morphism
Pi(A)→ Pi(B) to be a fibration of dg categories.

Given objects (e, δ), (e′, δ′) ∈ Pi(A), the morphism

Pi(A)((e, δ), (e′, δ′))r → Pi(B)(φ(e, δ), φ(e′, δ′))r∏
n∈Z

en+rMatin,in+r(A)en →
∏
n∈Z

φ(en+r)Matin,in+r(B)φ(en)

is clearly surjective from the surjectivity of A→ B.
It remains to show that given (e, δ) ∈ Pi(A), every isomorphism θ : (e, δ) → (f, ε)

in H0Pi(B) lifts to an isomorphism θ̃ in Pi(A) with source (e, δ). By Lemma 2.12, we

may lift f to an idempotent f̃ in
∏
n∈Z Matin,in+r(A). Now choose any lifts of θ and ε

to elements θ′ ∈
∏
n∈Z fnMatin(A)en and ε′ ∈

∏
n∈Z fn−1Matin,in−1(A)en respectively,

and consider the obstructions to θ′ : (e, δ)→ (f̃ , ε′) being a closed morphism in Pi(A).
Standard arguments show that the obstruction (ε′ ◦ ε′, ε′ ◦ θ′ − θ′ ◦ δ) lies in

Z1cone(HomB(P (f, ε), P (f, ε)⊗B I)
−◦θ−−→ HomB(P (e, δ), P (f, ε)⊗B I));

since θ is a quasi-isomorphism, this cone complex is acyclic, so that cycle is the bound-
ary of an element (a, b), and then setting (ε̃, θ̃) := (ε′−a, θ′−b) gives a lift for which the

obstruction vanishes. It then remains only to observe that the morphism θ̃ : P (e, δ)→
P (f̃ , ε̃) is a quasi-isomorphism since the maps θ̃I = θI : P (e, δ)I → P (f̃ , ε̃)I and

θ : P (e, δ)/P (e, δ)I → P (f̃ , ε̃)/P (f̃ , ε̃)I are both quasi-isomorphisms. �

Corollary 2.27. The NC presheaf perdg : Alg(R) → dgCat is quasi-equivalent to a
filtered colimit

lim−→
i∈I
Pi
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of sqc NC Artin dg categories with truncated Hom-complexes, with all the transition
maps being open in the sense of Definition 2.23.

Proof. For A ∈ Alg(R), the dg category perdg(A) is quasi-equivalent to the dg category

of bounded chain complexes of finite projective right A-modules. We let I ⊂ NZ
0 consist

of sequences with only finitely many non-zero elements, with the partial order i ≤ j if
and only if in ≤ jn for all n ∈ Z. We can then set perdg,i(A) to be the full dg subcategory
of perdg(A) consisting of complexes M of projective A-modules where each Mn admits
a set of in generators, so

perdg(A) ' lim−→
i∈I

perdg,i(A).

The dg functors Pi → perdg,i given by (e, δ) 7→ P (e, δ) are clearly quasi-equivalences,
Proposition 2.26 provides the required filtered system of sqc NC Artin dg categories
with truncated Hom-complexes.

It only remains to show that the maps perdg,i → perdg,j are open. They are monomor-

phisms by definition, and we have already seen that the prestacks Pi are l.f.p., so the
only remaining condition to verify from Definition 2.23 is that the transition maps
perdg,i → perdg,j are formally submersive. Given a nilpotent surjection A → B in

Alg(R) with kernel I, we may argue as in the proof of Proposition 2.26 to see that the
obstruction to lifting a complex P from perdg,i(B) to perdg,i(A) lies in Ext2

B(P, P ⊗B I),

and that if this vanishes the homotopy classes of lifts are a torsor for Ext1
B(P, P ⊗B I);

since these do not depend on i, the transition maps are all formally submersive. �

Definition 2.28. We define the NC prestack Perf : Alg(R) → sSet to be the nerve
of the core of the simplicial category associated to perdg. In the notation of §2.1.3,

Perf(A) := W̄W(N−1τ≥0perdg(A)), and this is a model for mapdgCat(Z, C(A)).

Corollary 2.29. The NC prestack Perf is Artin ∞-geometric.

Proof. By Corollary 2.27, we have

Perf ' lim−→
i∈I

mapdgCat(Z,Pi),

and Proposition 2.21 implies that this a filtered colimit of open morphisms of Artin
n-geometric NC prestacks, for varying n, as required. �

2.2. Non-commutative derived n-geometric prestacks.

2.2.1. Definitions. We now extend the constructions of the previous section to form
non-commutative enhancements of derived moduli stacks, starting from our non-
commutative derived affine schemes as the building blocks.

Definition 2.30. For a simplicial object X in a model category C, write
RHomsSet(−, X) : sSetopp → C for the homotopy right Kan extension of X. This
preserves homotopy limits instead of limits, and can be realised as HomsSet(−,RX),
where RX is a Reedy fibrant replacement for X in sC.

Definition 2.31. Say that a morphism X → Y in DG+Affnc(R) is a π0-epimorphism
if the induced map π0X → π0Y in Affnc(H0R) has a section.

The following definition arises by substituting our context in [Pri5, Definitions 3.1
and 3.2].
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Definition 2.32. Given a simplicial diagram Y ∈ DG+Affnc(R)∆opp
, define a homo-

topy derived NC Artin (resp. NC Deligne–Mumford) n-hypergroupoid over Y to be
a morphism X• → Y• in DG+Affnc(R)∆opp

, for which the homotopy partial matching
maps

Xm → RHomsSet(Λ
m
k , X)×hRHomsSet(Λ

m
k ,X) Ym

are homotopy submersive (resp. homotopy étale) π0- epimorphisms for all k ≥ 0,m ≥ 1,
and are weak equivalences for all m > n and all k ≥ 0. When Y = SpecR is the final
object, we will simply refer to X as a derived homotopy NC Artin (resp. NC Deligne–
Mumford) n-hypergroupoid.

Definition 2.33. Define a derived NC prestack F to be strongly quasi-compact (sqc)
n-geometric NC Artin (resp. NC Deligne–Mumford) if it arises as the homotopy colimit
of a derived homotopy NC Artin (resp. NC Deligne–Mumford) n-hypergroupoid X. Say
that a morphism G→ F of such prestacks is submersive (resp. étale) if it arises as the
geometric realisation of a relative homotopy NC Artin (resp. NC Deligne–Mumford)
n-hypergroupoid Y → X with Y0 → X0 homotopy submersive (resp. étale).

Remarks 2.34. Definition 2.33 gives an analogue of the strongly quasi-compact n-
geometric derived Artin or Deligne–Mumford stacks in [TV2]. More precisely, if X
is an sqc n-geometric Artin (resp. Deligne–Mumford) derived NC prestack, then re-
stricting the functor to CDGAs and taking étale hypersheafification yields a strongly
quasi-compact n-geometric Artin (resp. Deligne–Mumford) derived stack, by [Pri5,
Theorem 4.15].

Unravelling the definitions, if A → B is a nilpotent surjection in dg+Alg(R) and F
is an sqc derived n-geometric Artin NC prestack F , then F is equivalent to a Reedy
fibrant limit-preserving functor X for which the map X(A) → X(B) of simplicial sets
is a Kan fibration. If C → B is another morphism in dg+Alg(R), this means that the
fibre product X(A) ×X(B) X(C) is a homotopy fibre product. It thus follows that the
map

F (A×B C)→ F (A)×hF (B) F (C)

is a weak equivalence, so F satisfies the NC analogue of the homogeneity property from
[Pri4] (cf. §2.2.2 below).

Similarly to Remarks 2.3, the homotopy l.f.p. condition for submersive morphisms
then amounts to saying that for any filtered system {Bi}i in dg+Alg(R) with colimit B,
and any morphism C → B, the natural map

lim−→
i

F (C ×hB Bi)→ F (C)×hF (B) lim−→
i

F (Bi)

is a weak equivalence.
Moreover, the weak equivalence conditions imply that for F an sqc derived n-

geometric Artin NC prestack and any A ∈ Alg(H0R), the homotopy groups of F (A)
vanish above degree n. Beware, however, that the same will not be true for arbitrary
A ∈ dg+Alg(R), although repeated application of the homogeneity property above to
the Postnikov tower {A/τ>nA}n implies that if the homotopy groups of A vanish above
degree m, then those of F (A) vanish above degree m+ n. The epimorphism conditions
amount to saying that if RF is a Reedy fibrant replacement for F , then F (A) is a Kan
complex for all A ∈ Alg(H0R).

Finally, if f : X → Y is a trivial derived homotopy NC Artin n-hypergroupoid, with
Y fibrant and f a Reedy fibration, then the epimorphism conditions imply that X(A)→
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Y (A) is a trivial fibration for all A ∈ Alg(H0R), while the submersiveness conditions
implies that for all nilpotent surjections A → B, the map X(A) → Y (A) ×Y (B) X(B)
is a trivial fibration, with the target being a model for the homotopy fibre product.
Combining these properties and applying them to the Postnikov tower, it follows that
the map X(A) → Y (A) is a weak equivalence whenever the homology groups of A

are bounded; passing to homotopy limits, if follows that X(A)
∼−→ Y (A) for all A ∈

dg+Alg(R). Thus trivial derived homotopy NC Artin n-hypergroupoids become weak
equivalences of the associated prestacks.

Definition 2.35. We say that a morphism F → G of sqc derived n-geometric Artin
(resp. Deligne–Mumford) NC prestacks is submersive (resp. étale) if it arises as the
geometric realisation of a relative derived homotopy NC Artin (resp. NC Deligne–
Mumford) n-hypergroupoid X → Y for which the map X0 → Y0 is submersive (resp.
étale).

Definition 2.36. We say that a morphism F → G of sqc derived n-geometric Artin
(resp. Deligne–Mumford) NC prestacks is open if

(1) it is submersive (resp. étale), and
(2) it is a levelwise monomorphism in the sense that for all A ∈ Alg(R), the map

F (A)→ G(A) induces an injection on π0 and an isomorphism on the homotopy
groups πi for i ≥ 1.

Remark 2.37. With the same reasoning as Remark 2.6, we may rephrase submersiveness
(resp. étaleness) of a morphism F → G of sqc derived n-geometric Artin (resp. Deligne–
Mumford) NC prestacks as saying that for all nilpotent surjections A→ B of R-algebras,
the map

η : F (A)→ G(A)×hG(B) F (B)

to the homotopy fibre product is surjective on π0 (resp. a weak equivalence).
Similarly, étaleness of a morphism F → G of n-geometric Deligne–Mumford NC

prestacks amounts to saying that η is a weak equivalence.
If F → G is a levelwise monomorphism, then both reduce to saying that π0F (A) →

π0G(A)×π0G(B) π0F (B) is an isomorphism. In particular, this means that if we regard
derived n-geometric Deligne–Mumford NC prestacks as being derived n-geometric Artin
NC prestacks, the two potential notions of openness from Definition 2.36 agree.

We are now in a position to be able to pass beyond the strongly quasi-compact setting:

Definition 2.38. Define a derived NC prestack F to be n-geometric Artin (resp.
Deligne–Mumford) if it arises as a filtered colimit of open morphisms of sqc derived
n-geometric Artin (resp. Deligne–Mumford) NC prestacks (for fixed n). Define a de-
rived NC prestack F to be ∞-geometric Artin (resp. Deligne–Mumford) if it arises
as a filtered colimit of sqc derived m-geometric Artin (resp. Deligne–Mumford) NC
prestacks, for varying m.

The following is now an immediate consequence of Lemma 1.27:

Lemma 2.39. If S ∈ Alg(R) is finite and flat as an R-module, then the restriction of
scalars functor

∏
S/R on DG+Affnc(R)∧ preserves the subcategories of n-geometric and

∞-geometric Artin and Deligne–Mumford derived NC prestacks, with
∏
S/R F being sqc

whenever F is so.
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2.2.2. Homogeneity and tangent complexes. As a prelude to derived representability
results, we now adapt some definitions from [Pri4, §1.2].

Definition 2.40. Say that a functor between model categories is homotopy-preserving
if it maps weak equivalences to weak equivalences.

In particular, note that the fibrant derived NC prestacks F : dg+Alg(R) → sSet are
precisely those which are homotopy-preserving and objectwise fibrant.

Definition 2.41. We say that a map A→ B in dg+Alg(R) is a square-zero extension
if it is surjective and the kernel I is square-zero, i.e. satisfies I2 = 0.

Definition 2.42. We say that a functor

F : dg+Alg(R)→ sSet

is homogeneous if for all square-zero extensions A → B and all maps C → B in
dg+Alg(R), the natural map

F (A×B C)→ F (A)×hF (B) F (C)

to the homotopy fibre product is a weak equivalence.

This terminology was inspired by earlier usage in derived deformation theory, such
as [Man], and is a natural generalisation of Schlessinger’s conditions for set-valued de-
formation functors from [Sch, Theorem 2.11]. It differs from the notion of infinitesimal
cohesion in [Lur] in that we only require one of the morphisms to be nilpotent, so nowa-
days homogeneity is frequently referred to as “infinitesimal cohesion on one factor”.

Definition 2.43. Given a homotopy-preserving homogeneous functor F : dg+Alg(R)→
sSet, an object A ∈ dg+Alg(R) with A# flat over R# and a point x ∈ F (A), define the
tangent functor

Tx(F/R) : dg+ModA⊗RAopp → sSet

by

Tx(F/R)(M) := F (A⊕Mε)×hF (A) {x},
where ε is central and square-zero, so A⊕Mε is given the multiplication (a1 +m1ε)(a2 +
m2ε) := a1a2 + a1m2ε+m1a2ε.

The reason for the hypothesis that A# be flat over R# is to ensure that A ⊗R Aopp

is a model for the DGAA AL,e of Definition 1.5.

Definition 2.44. In the setting of Definition 2.43, we say that F has a cotangent
complex LF/R,x at x is there is an A-bimodule LF/R,x in chain complexes (possibly
incorporating negative degrees) representing Tx(F/R) homotopically in the sense that
the simplicial mapping space

mapdg+ModA⊗RAopp (LF/R,x,−)

is weakly equivalent to Tx(F/R) when restricted to dg+ModA⊗RAopp .

In particular, this means that

πiTx(F/R)(M) ∼= Ext−i
AL,e(LF/R,x,M)

for all M ∈ dg+ModA⊗RAopp .
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Remark 2.45. Note that the hypotheses ensure that Tx(F/R) takes values in simplicial
abelian groups and that it preserves finite homotopy limits, and in particular loop
spaces. In Artinian settings, that suffices to ensure a form of cotangent complex exists,
but we have to impose its existence as an additional condition.

In the commutative setting, there are finiteness conditions ensuring that cotangent
complexes exist (see [Pri4, Proposition 1.33], following [Lur, Theorem 7.4.1]. Adapting
this to the non-commutative setting would not be straightforward, but in examples if
interest it tends to be relatively easy to construct cotangent complexes by hand.

Lemma 2.46. If F is an∞-geometric derived NC Artin prestack, then it has cotangent
complexes at all points.

Proof. We begin with the case where F is sqc N -geometric, so arises as the homo-
topy colimit of a derived homotopy NC Artin n-hypergroupoid X•. Writing Xn =
RSpec ncO(X)n, [Pri5, Lemma 7.17 and Corollary 7.14] adapt to give an expression
for the cotangent complex as a homotopy-Cartesian O(X)-bimodule in cosimplicial R-

modules, which by Yoneda extension determines it as an OL,e
F -module, for the DGAA-

valued functor OF on the slice category over F given by OF (RSpecB → F ) := B.
Explicitly, given a point x ∈ X0(A), by adapting [Pri5, Definition 7.7 and Corollary
7.19], we have

LF/R,x ' TotN≤Nc (Ω1
X/S ⊗

L
O(X)L,e A

L,e),

where N≤Nc denotes N -truncated cosimplicial normalisation.
For the general case, we write F = lim−→i

Fi as a filtered colimit of open morphisms of
sqc N -geometric derived NC prestacks, and then observe that the openness conditions
ensure that for all x ∈ Fi(A), the natural map LF/R,x → LFi/R,x is an equivalence, so
existence follows from the sqc case. �

Lemma 2.47. Let F : dg+Alg(R) → sSet be homotopy-preserving and homogeneous,
and take a surjection f : A� B in dg+AlgR with kernel I and a quotient C of B such
that I · ker(A → C) = 0 (so in particular f is a square-zero extension). Then there is
an associated obstruction map

of : F (B)→ F (C ⊕ I[−1]ε)

in the homotopy category of simplicial sets, such that

F (A) ' F (B)×hof ,F (C⊕I[−1]ε),0
F (C).

Proof. This is a standard argument (see for instance [Pri4, Proposition 1.17], which

takes B = C). The idea is that there is an obvious DGAA structure B̃ on cone(I → A),

with I square-zero, so that B̃ → B is a quasi-isomorphism and hence F (B̃) ' F (B),

since F is homotopy-preserving. Then A = B̃ ×C⊕I[−1]
C, and the rest follows from

homogeneity. �

2.2.3. Derived representability. We now establish that our derived n-geometric NC
prestacks satisfy a weak representability theorem analogous to that of [TV2, Appendix
C].

Proposition 2.48. Take a derived NC prestack F over R and a submersive mor-
phism u : SpecA → π0F from an affine NC H0R-scheme to the NC prestack π0F :=
F |Alg(H0R). Assume that F is homotopy-preserving (so F fibrant suffices), homogeneous,
and has a cotangent complex at u ∈ F (A). Assume moreover that F is nilcomplete in
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the sense that for all B ∈ dg+Alg(R), applying F to the Postnikov tower of B gives an
equivalence

F (B)→ holim←−
n

F (B/τ>nB).

Then there exists a submersive morphism v : RSpec Ã → F with π0v ∼= u, for some
DGAA Ã ∈ dg+Alg(R) with H0Ã ∼= A.

Proof. This proof proceeds exactly as in the commutative case sketched in [TV2, The-

orem C0.9]. We construct Ã as the homotopy limit of its Postnikov tower, invoking
obstruction theory at each stage. In more detail, we inductively construct an inverse
system {Ã(n)}n in dg+Alg(R) with compatible elements un ∈ F (Ã(n)) such that

(1) Ã(0) ' A with u0 ' u,

(2) the maps Ã(n+ 1)→ Ã(n) induce quasi-isomorphisms Ã(n+ 1)/τ>nÃ(n+ 1)→
Ã(n) (in particular, HiÃ(n) = 0 for all i > n), and

(3) F has a cotangent complex u∗nLΩ1
F at un, with the Ã(n)L,e-module LΩ1

Ã(n)/F
:=

cone(LΩ1
Ã(n)
→ u∗nLΩ1

F ) being projective to order n+ 1 in the sense that

Exti
Ã(n)L,e(LΩ1

Ã(n)/F
,M) = 0

for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1 and all AL,e-modules M concentrated in degree 0.

Note that via a spectral sequence argument, the third condition is equivalent to say-
ing that Ext0

Ã(n)L,e(LΩ1
Ã(n)/F

, N) = 0 for all Ã(n)L,e-modules N concentrated in chain

degrees [1, n+ 1].
The construction and arguments fleshed out in [PY, proof of Theorem 7.1] now adapt

to this setting, although (like [TV2]) we have used projectivity rather than flatness,
thus avoiding descent arguments which are not available in our setting. We thus merely
outline the main steps.

For n = 0, the conditions are satisfied by setting Ã(0) := A and u0 = u. Given

(Ã(n), un), the truncation τ≤n+1LΩ1
Ã(n)/F

is necessarily projective to order n+ 1, from

which it follows that the fibration sequence

(Hn+2LΩ1
Ã(n)/F

)[−n−2]τ≤n+2LΩ1
Ã(n)/F

→ τ≤n+1LΩ1
Ã(n)/F

splits. The resulting map τ≤n+2LΩ1
Ã(n)/F

→ (Hn+2LΩ1
Ã(n)/F

)[−n−2] =: M[−n−2] in the

homotopy category of Ã(n)L,e-modules gives rise to a derivation φ from Ã(n), and we

set Ã(n+ 1) to be the homotopy fibre product

Ã(n+ 1) := Ã(n)×hφ,(A⊕M[−n−2])
A,

which is a homotopy extension of Ã(n) by M[−n−1].

Homogeneity of F then gives rise to a lift un+1 ∈ F (Ã(n + 1)) of un. Relatively
straightforward calculations show that

HiLΩ1
Ã(n)/Ã(n+1)

∼=


0 i < n+ 2

Hn+2LΩ1
Ã(n)/F

i = n+ 2

0 i = n+ 3,

and combining these with the fibration sequence

LΩ1
Ã(n+1)/F

⊗L
Ã(n+1)L,e Ã(n)L,e → LΩ1

Ã(n)/F
→ LΩ1

Ã(n)/Ã(n+1)
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allows us to conclude that LΩ1
Ã(n+1)/F

is indeed projective to order n+ 2.

This completes the inductive step, and we now set Ã := holim←−n Ã(n), with the element

v ∈ F (Ã) given by the elements un via the equivalence F (Ã) ' holim←−n F (Ã(n)) coming
from nilcompleteness. �

Corollary 2.49. A homotopy-preserving derived NC prestack F is n-geometric (resp.
∞-geometric) if and only if π0F is n-geometric (resp. ∞-geometric) and F is nilcom-
plete, homogeneous, and has a cotangent complex globally.

Proof. Again, this follows exactly as in the commutative case. The “only if” direction
is fairly straightforward. For the “if” direction, we can use the characterisation of [Pri5,
Theorem 4.15] to see that it suffices to construct an n-atlas for F analogous to those of
[TV2]. This can be done inductively on n, with Proposition 2.48 producing n-atlases
for F from those for π0F . �

2.2.4. Derived moduli of projective modules.

Definition 2.50. Given an associative dg algebra A, say that a right A-module M in
chain complexes is projective if the derived tensor productM⊗L

AH0A is quasi-isomorphic
to a projective H0A-module concentrated in degree 0.

Proposition 2.51. The simplicial functor W̄P on dg+Alg(R) sending an associative
dg algebra A to the nerve of the ∞-groupoid P(A) of finite projective right A-modules
is a submersive 1-geometric derived Artin NC prestack.

Proof. By Proposition 2.15, we know that π0F is a submersive 1-geometric Artin NC
prestack. We may then invoke Corollary 2.49, with reasoning as in [Pri3, §2] showing
that W̄P is nilcomplete and homogeneous. That reasoning also shows that the tangent
functor at a point [P ] ∈ W̄P(A) corresponding to a projective module P is given by
truncating the functor M 7→ RHomAopp(P, P ⊗AM[−1]). Now

RHomAopp(P, P ⊗AM[−1]) ∼= RHomAL,e(P ∗ ⊗L
R P,M[−1]),

where P ∗ := RHomAopp(P,A), regarded as a left A-module, so W̄P has a cotangent
complex P ∗ ⊗L

R P[1] at every point [P ], and all the conditions of Corollary 2.49 are
satisfied. �

2.2.5. Derived moduli of perfect complexes. Since the dg category perdg(B) of perfect
complexes is defined for DGAAs B, Definition 2.28 extends to give us a derived NC
prestack Perf : dg+Alg(R)→ sSet of perfect complexes, and we then have the following:

Proposition 2.52. The derived NC prestack Perf is Artin ∞-geometric.

Proof. This follows from Corollaries 2.49 and 2.29 with identical reasoning to the proof
of Proposition 2.51. The cotangent complex at [P ] ∈ Perf(B) is again given by the
BL,e-module RHomBopp(P,B)⊗L

R P[1]. �

Corollary 2.53. If S ∈ Alg(R) is finite and flat as an R-module, then the simplicial
functor on dg+Alg(R) given by Perf(−⊗R S) is Artin ∞-geometric.

Proof. This follows by combining Proposition 2.52 with Lemma 2.39. �

Remark 2.54. It is natural to ask whether we can extend Corollary 2.53 by taking more
general DGAAs or even dg categories in place of S. Constructing atlases is very hard
work, but the reasoning of [Pri3, §2] still ensures that for any dg category A over R,
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the derived NC prestack PerfA := Perf(A ⊗L
R −) satisfies most of the conditions of

Proposition 2.48, being homogeneous and nilcomplete.
The tangent functor of PerfA at the point [P ] ∈ Perf(A ⊗L

R B) corresponding to a

perfect A⊗L
R B-module P is given on BL,e-modules by

M 7→ RHomA⊗L
RB

(P, P ⊗L
B M)[−1] ' RHomA⊗L

RB
(P, P ⊗L

R B)[−1] ⊗L
BL,e M.

Thus the cotangent complex at [P ] is given by the dual of the BL,e-module
RHomA⊗L

RB
(P, P ⊗L

R B)[−1] whenever the latter is perfect, where we regard P ⊗L
R B

as a B-module with respect to the right action of B on itself, and as a BL,e-module by
combining the left action on B with the right action on P .

We can then deduce that for perfect cotangent complexes to exist at all points [P ]
of PerfA, it suffices for A to be a locally proper dg category over R, meaning that
the morphism complexes A(X,Y ) should all be perfect complexes of R-modules. This
follows because for any objects X,Y ∈ A, we know that

RHomA⊗L
RB

((X ⊗L
R B), (Y ⊗L

R B)⊗L
R B) ' RHomA(X,Y )⊗L

R B
L,e,

which is perfect over BL,e, and that P is a retract of a finite extension of modules of
the form X ⊗L

R B.
The absence of descent in this NC setting means it is not clear whether hypergroupoid

presentations do in fact exist for PerfA. However, Lurie’s representability theorem in
its simplified form as [Pri4, Theorem 2.17] (also see [Pri3, Theorem 4.12]) can easily be
applied to give presentations for the commutative restriction Perfcom

A once one permits
étale descent. Explicit hypergroupoid presentations for closely related moduli problems
appear in [Ben1, Ben2].

3. Stacky thickenings of non-commutative derived affines and formal
stacks

The shifted double Poisson structures in [Pri9] will only satisfy étale functoriality,
meaning that of the objects we have encountered so far, they cannot be defined on
anything more general than derived NC Deligne–Mumford prestacks. Instead of using
DGAAs as building blocks, the solution is to introduce a non-commutative analogue of
the stacky CDGAs of [Pri6, §3.1], which we call stacky DGAAs. These will behave like
formal completions of Artin prestacks, and should be thought of as non-commutative
analogues of Lie algebroids (unfortunately, associative algebroid already has quite a
different meaning). We will then see that derived NC Artin prestacks admit étale
hypercovers by such stacky DGAAs.

The lack of descent in our non-commutative setting also means that the non-
commutative n-geometric prestacks of the previous section might not be as prevalent as
we might wish. We would for instance like to study moduli of perfect complexes over
proper dg categories as in Remark 2.54. However, we will see that for such derived NC
prestacks admitting cotangent complexes everywhere, there do exist resolutions by étale
stacky DGAAs, which will then permit well-behaved Poisson structures to be defined
and constructed on very general NC moduli functors in [Pri9].

3.1. Stacky thickenings of derived affines. We now adapt some definitions and
lemmas from [Pri6, §3]. Recall that we regard the DGAAs of §1 as chain complexes

. . .
δ−→ A1

δ−→ A0
δ−→ . . . rather than cochain complexes — this will enable us to distinguish

easily between derived (chain) and stacky (cochain) structures.
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Definition 3.1. A stacky DGAA over a CDGA R• is an associative R-algebra A••
in cochain chain complexes. We write DGdgAlg(R) for the category of stacky DGAAs
over R, and DG+dgAlg(R) (resp. DG+dg+Alg(R)) for the full subcategory consisting of
objects A concentrated in non-negative cochain degrees (resp. non-negative bidegrees).

When working with chain cochain complexes V •• , we will usually denote the chain
differential by δ : V i

j → V i
j−1, and the cochain differential by ∂ : V i

j → V i+1
j .

Definition 3.2. Say that a morphism U → V of chain cochain complexes is a levelwise
quasi-isomorphism if U i → V i is a quasi-isomorphism of chain complexes for all i ∈ Z.
Say that a morphism of stacky DGAAs is a levelwise quasi-isomorphism if the underlying
morphism of chain cochain complexes is so.

The following is a consequence of [Hir, Theorem 11.3.2], with essentially the same
proof as [Pri6, Lemma 3.4]:

Lemma 3.3. There is a cofibrantly generated model structure on stacky DGAAs
over R in which fibrations are surjections and weak equivalences are levelwise quasi-
isomorphisms.

There is a Dold–Kan denormalisation functor D from non-negatively graded DGAAs
to cosimplicial associative algebras; the explicit formulae of [Pri1, Definition 4.20] are
still valid in the non-commutative setting. This necessarily has a left adjoint, which we
denote by D∗; for an explicit description, note that the formula of [Pri7, Definition 4.14]
is still valid in this more general case. For most practical purposes, the functor D∗ can
be understood by remembering that it sends the tensor algebra (tensor products taken
levelwise) on a cosimplicial space V to the tensor algebra (with graded tensor products)
on the cosimplicial normalisation NcV (given by (NcV )n := {v ∈ V n : σiv = 0 ∀i}
with differential ∂ =

∑
i(−1)i∂i).

For any cosimplicial chain DGAA A, we then have a stacky DGAA D∗A concentrated
in non-negative cochain degrees. The proof of [Pri6, Lemma 3.5] adapts to show that D∗

is a left Quillen functor from the Reedy model structure on cosimplicial chain DGAAs
to the model structure of Lemma 3.3.

Since DA is a pro-nilpotent extension of A0, when A ∈ DG+dg+Alg(R) we think
of the simplicial presheaf RSpec ncDA as a stacky derived thickening of the non-
commutative derived affine scheme RSpec ncA0.

Example 3.4. Given A ∈ dg+Alg(R), we can consider the derived version
[RSpec ncA/RGm] of the NC prestack [Spec ncA/Gm] of Example 1.26, where Gm acts
by conjugation. In the model category of derived NC prestacks, this is the homo-
topy colimit of a simplicial derived NC affine stack given in simplicial degree n by
RSpec ncA×RGn

m, so is associated to a cosimplicial chain DGAA B given in cosimpli-
cial degree n by A〈t±1 , . . . , t±n 〉.

Then D∗B is isomorphic to the stacky DGAA A〈s〉 for s ∈ (D∗B)1
0, with ∂s = s2 and

∂a = sa− as, for a ∈ A. We can loosely think of this as representing [Spec ncA/gm], for
gm an infinitesimal neighbourhood of 1 ∈ Gm. In this non-commutative context, such
formal group schemes g correspond to non-unital associative algebras rather than Lie
algebras, and gm = R with its usual multiplication (whereas the formal neighbourhood
ga of the additive group Ga is R with zero multiplication).

In general, there is a similar bar construction [Spec ncA/g] whenever a non-unital
associative algebra g acts on A in the form of a morphism α : g → Der(A,A ⊗ A)
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satisfying α(uv)(a)′⊗1⊗α(uv)(a)′′ = α(u)(α(v)(a)′)⊗α(v)(a)′′+α(u)′⊗α(v)(α(u)(a)′′)
in sumless Sweedler notation.

Definition 3.5. Given a chain cochain complex V , define the cochain complex T̂otV ⊂
Tot ΠV by

(T̂otV )m := (
⊕
i<0

V i
i−m)⊕ (

∏
i≥0

V i
i−m)

with differential ∂ ± δ.

The key property of the semi-infinite total complex T̂ot is that it sends levelwise
quasi-isomorphisms in the chain direction to quasi-isomorphisms; the same is not true
in general of the sum and product total complexes Tot ,Tot Π, cf. [Wei, §5.6].

Definition 3.6. Given a stacky DGAA A and A-modules M,N in chain cochain com-
plexes, we define the chain cochain complex HomA(M,N) by

HomA(M,N)ij = Hom
A#

#
(M#

# , N
#[i]
#[j]),

with differentials ∂f := ∂N ◦ f ± f ◦ ∂M and δf := δN ◦ f ± f ◦ δM , where V #
# denotes

the bigraded vector space underlying a chain cochain complex V .
We then define the Hom complex ˆHomA(M,N) by

ˆHomA(M,N) := T̂otHomA(M,N).

Note that T̂ot is lax monoidal with respect to tensor products, which means in
particular that there is a multiplication ˆHomA(M,N)⊗R ˆHomA(N,P )→ ˆHomA(M,P )
(the same is not true for Tot ΠHomA(M,N) in general).

Definition 3.7. Given a morphism C → A in DGdgAlg(R), we define the Ae-module
Ω1
A/C in double complexes to be the kernel of the multiplication map A⊗C A→ A, and

we denote its differential (inherited from A) by δ.
We denote by LΩ1

A/C the cotangent complex, given by

cocone(A⊗L
C A→ A),

regarded as an AL,e-module in double complexes, where the derived tensor product is
taken with respect to levelwise quasi-isomorphisms, and cocone is taken in the chain
direction.

Remarks 3.8. Observe that for an A-bimodule M , an A-bilinear map Ω1
A/C →M is es-

sentially the same thing as an C-bilinear derivation A→M , via the universal derivation
d : A→ Ω1

A/C given by da = a⊗ 1− 1⊗ a.

Note that if C → A is a morphism in DGdg+Alg(R), then LΩ1
A/C is quasi-isomorphic

to A⊗ÃΩ1
Ã/C
⊗ÃA for any factorisation C → Ã→ A with Ã→ A a quasi-isomorphism

and Ã#
# flat as a left or right C#

# -module; in particular this applies if Ã is a cofibrant

replacement of A over C.

Writing Ω1
A := Ω1

A/R, we have:

Definition 3.9. A morphism A → B in DG+dgAlg(R) is said to be homotopy étale
when the maps

(LΩ1
A ⊗L

AL,e (BL,e)0)i → (LΩ1
B ⊗L

BL,e B
L,e0

)i
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are quasi-isomorphisms for all i� 0, and

Totσ≤q(LΩ1
A ⊗L

AL,e (BL,e)0)→ {Totσ≤q(LΩ1
B ⊗L

BL,e B
L,e0

)

is a quasi-isomorphism for all q � 0, where σ≤q denotes the brutal cotruncation

(σ≤qM)i :=

{
M i i ≤ q,
0 i > q.

3.1.1. Modules over stacky DGAAs. The following is adapted from the corresponding
results for stacky CDGAs in [Pri6, §3.1.1].

Definition 3.10. As for instance in [Pri5, Definition 2.15], define almost cosimplicial
diagrams to be functors on the subcategory ∆∗ of the ordinal number category ∆
containing only those morphisms f with f(0) = 0; define almost simplicial diagrams
dually. Thus an almost simplicial diagram X∗ in C consists of objects Xn ∈ C, with all
of the operations ∂i, σi of a simplicial diagram except ∂0, satisfying the usual relations.

Given a simplicial (resp. cosimplicial) diagram X, we write X# (resp. X#) for the
underlying almost simplicial (resp. almost cosimplicial) diagram.

The denormalisation functor D descends to a functor from graded associative algebras
to almost cosimplicial algebras, with D∗ thus descending to a functor in the opposite
direction. In other words, (D∗B)# does not depend on ∂0

B, and ∂0
DA is the only part of

the structure on DA to depend on ∂A. The same is true for the left adjoint D∗Mod of
the denormalisation functor D from cochain A-modules to cosimplicial DA-modules.

The following is now an immediate consequence of the Dold–Kan correspondence for
almost cosimplicial A0-modules.

Lemma 3.11. Take A ∈ DG+dgAlg(Q) and a right DA-module M in cosimplicial chain
complexes, such that the underlying almost cosimplicial (see Definition 3.10) graded

module M#
# is isomorphic to D#A# ⊗A0

#
L# for an almost cosimplicial graded A0

#-

module L. Then

D∗Mod(M)#
#
∼= A#

# ⊗A0
#
NcL#

as graded A#
#-modules, where Nc denotes Dold–Kan conormalisation.

The following is [Pri6, Lemma 3.10], which adapts to the non-commutative setting
with exactly the same proof:

Lemma 3.12. For A ∈ DG+dgAlg(Q), a levelwise cofibrant DA-module M in
cdgMod(DA), and P ∈ DGdgMod(A), there is a canonical quasi-isomorphism

RHomDA(M,DP ) ' Tot Πσ≥0HomA(D∗ModM,P ).

Definition 3.13. Given a stacky DGAA A ∈ DG+dgAlg(Q), say that a right A-module
M in cochain chain complexes is homotopy-Cartesian if the natural maps

Ai ⊗L
A0 M

0 →M i

are quasi-isomorphisms of chain complexes for all i. Similarly, we say that an A-
bimodule is homotopy-Cartesian if it is homotopy-Cartesian as a module over the stacky
DGAA AL,e = A⊗L

R A
opp.
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If C is a cosimplicial diagram of DGAAs, and M a right C-module which is homotopy-
Cartesian in the sense that ∂iM : Mn ⊗L

Cn,∂iC
Cn+1 → Mn+1 is a quasi-isomorphism for

all ∂i, then the map

(Lη∗M)0 ⊗L
D∗C0 D

#D∗C → (Lη∗M)#

of almost cosimplicial chain complexes induced by the unit η : C → DD∗C of the
adjunction is a levelwise quasi-isomorphism. Applying LD∗Mod, it then follows from

Lemma 3.11 that the map (Lη∗M)0 ⊗L
D∗C0 D

∗C# → LD∗Mod(Lη∗M)# is a levelwise

quasi-isomorphism, so LD∗Mod(η∗M)# is also homotopy-Cartesian.

3.2. Formal representability for derived NC prestacks.

3.2.1. Functors on stacky DGAAs.

Definition 3.14. Given a functor F : dg+Alg(R)→ sSet, we define a functor D∗F on
DG+dg+Alg(R) as the homotopy limit

D∗F (B) := ho lim←−
n∈∆

F (DnB),

for the cosimplicial denormalisation functor D : DG+dg+Alg(R) → dg+Alg(R)∆ (cf.
[Pri1, Definition 4.20]).

Thus a model for D∗F is the derived total space

RTotF (D•B) = {x ∈
∏
n

RF (DnB)∆n
: ∂ixn = ∂∆

i xn+1, σ
ixn = σ∆

i xn−1},

of [GJ, §VIII.1], where RF (D•B) is a Reedy fibrant replacement of the cosimplicial
space F (D•B), the simplicial sets Y ∆n

are given by (Y ∆n
)m := HomsSet(∆

m ×∆n, Y ),
and ∂i∆, σ∆

i are defined in terms of the face and degeneracy maps between the simplices
∆n.

Example 3.15. We can apply this definition to the derived NC moduli prestacks Perf of
perfect complexes from Definition 2.28 and P of finite projective modules from Propo-
sition 2.51.

Given a cosimplicial DGAA C ∈ dg+Alg(R)∆, the space holim←−n∈∆
Perf(Cn) is equiv-

alent to the space of homotopy-Cartesian perfect right C-modules. It thus follows from
§3.1.1 (also see [Pri8, §2.2]) that D∗Perf(B) is equivalent to the space of homotopy-
Cartesian right B-modules P in double complexes for which P 0 is perfect over B0, with
equivalences defined levelwise in the chain direction. When B is the stacky DGAA
Ω•A of Definition 3.17, these objects are equivalent to perfect A-modules with flat non-
commutative connections, in a suitably homotopy-coherent sense.

Similarly, D∗P(B) is equivalent to the space of homotopy-Cartesian right B-modules
P in double complexes for which the right B0-module P 0 is finite and projective.

This construction thus gives an efficient characterisation of NC derived moduli of
real local systems on a manifold X, as B 7→ D∗P(A•(X) ⊗R B), where A•(X) is the
de Rham complex of infinitely differentiable forms on X, regarded as a stacky CDGA
concentrated in chain degree 0. This works because projective A0(X)-modules corre-
spond to finite rank vector bundles on X, and the additional structure gives the data
of an ∞-connection, along the lines of [BS]. Similarly, B 7→ D∗Perf(A•(X) ⊗R B)
gives derived moduli of complexes of sheaves with finite-dimensional locally constant
homology. In this case, commutativity of A•(X) manifests itself in a symmetric lax
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monoidal structure on these functors F , with F (B) × F (C) → F (B ⊗R C) given by
(E ,E ′) 7→ E ⊗A•(X) E ′.

Lemma 3.16. Take a stacky DGAA B ∈ DG+dg+Alg(R), a B0-bimodule M in double
complexes, and a homotopy-preserving homogeneous functor F : dg+Alg(R) → sSet
with a cotangent complex L at x ∈ F (B0) in the sense of Definition 2.44. Then for any
x̃ ∈ D∗F (B) with image x ∈ F (B0), we have a natural equivalence

D∗F (B ⊕Mε)×hD∗F (B) {x̃} ' mapdgMod(B0)(L,Tot ΠNcM),

where ε is central and square-zero, Tot Π denotes the product total complex, and Nc the
cosimplicial normalisation.

Proof. Since we have B ⊕Mε = (B0 ⊕Mε)×B0 B with DiB → B0 a nilpotent (in fact
i-nilpotent) surjection, we have

D∗F (B ⊕Mε)×hD∗F (B) {x̃} ' D∗F (B0 ⊕Mε)×hF (B0) {x}

' ho lim←−
n∈∆

F (B0 ⊕DnMε)×hF (B0) {x}

' ho lim←−
n∈∆

mapdgMod(B0)(L,D
nM)

' mapdgMod(B0)(L,ho lim←−
n∈∆

DnM)

' mapdgMod(B0)(L,Tot ΠNcM). �

Definition 3.17. Given B ∈ DG+dg+Alg(R) (or more generally in “G+dg+Alg(R)” as
the construction is independent of ∂), define Ω•B ∈ DG+dg+Alg(R) to be the bigraded
associative algebra given by the tensor algebra construction

(Ω•B)# :=
⊕
p≥0

(Ωp
B)[−p] =

⊕
p≥0

(Ω1
B ⊗B Ω1

B ⊗B . . .⊗b Ω1
B︸ ︷︷ ︸)[−p],

equipped with the de Rham differential ∂ := d : Ωp
B → Ωp+1

B in the cochain direction,
and the usual structural differentials δ in the chain direction.

Note that we could alternatively characterise this construction by the property that
it is left adjoint to the functor which forgets the cochain differential ∂.

Proposition 3.18. If a homotopy-preserving homogeneous functor F : dg+Alg(R) →
sSet has a cotangent complex at a point x ∈ F (A) which is homologically bounded below,
then the functor

F̂x : B 7→ D∗F (B)×hF (B0),x∗ mapdg+Alg(R)(A,B
0)

on the category DG+dg+Alg(R) is representable by a cosimplicial homotopy étale dia-
gram C(−) : ∆→ DG+dg+Alg(R), in the sense that

F̂x(B) ' holim−→
j∈∆

mapDG+dg+Alg(R)(C(j), B),

naturally in B.

Proof. We will construct the representing object C(−) by an inductive process, as

a filtered colimit lim−→i
C(i)(−), with C(i)(−) representing the functor F̂

(i)
x : B 7→
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D∗F (B≤i) ×hF (B0),x∗ map(A,B0). Since the DGAA DiB depends only on B≤i, we au-

tomatically have

D∗F (B) ' ho lim←−
n∈∆

F (DnB)

' ho lim←−
n∈∆

holim←−
m

F (Dn(B≤m))

' holim←−
m

ho lim←−
n∈∆

F (Dn(B≤m))

' holim←−
m

D∗F (B≤m),

and hence F̂x(B) ' holim←−i F̂
(i)
x .

Without loss of generality, we may assume that A is cofibrant. Then F̂
(0)
x (B) is

represented by the non-commutative de Rham double complex Ω•A/R of Definition 3.17.

We thus set C(0)(j) = Ω•A for all j ∈ ∆.
Before proceeding further, observe that since the cotangent complex of F at x exists

and is homologically bounded below, we may choose a model L ∈ dgMod(A) for it which
is cofibrant and strictly bounded below, so there exists some M ≥ 0 such that Li = 0
for all i < −M .

Now assume that we have constructed C(n−1)(−) with (C(n−1))0(−) the constant

functor A. We now wish to represent F̂
(n)
x , which we can rewrite as F̂

(n)
x (B) =

D∗F (B≤n)×h
F (B≤n−1)

F̂
(n−1)
x (B). Applying Lemma 2.47, we can then write

D∗F (B≤n) ' D∗F (B≤n−1)×h
oe,D∗F (B0⊕(Bn)

[−n]
[−1]

)
F (B0)

for some obstruction map oe : D∗F (B≤n−1) → D∗F (B0 ⊕ (Bn)
[−n]
[−1] ) associated to the

square-zero extensions Die : Di(Bn)→ Di(B≤n)→ Di(B≤n). This in turn induces an
obstruction map

F̂ (n−1)
x (B)→ D∗F (B0 ⊕ (Bn)

[−n]
[−1] )×

h
F (B0),x∗ map(A,B0),

so we may apply Lemma 3.16 to rewrite this as

F̂ (n−1)
x (B)×hmapdg+Alg(R)(A,B

0) {f} → mapdgMod(A)(L, f∗B
n
[n−1]),

with homotopy fibre F̂
(n)
x (B)×hmapdg+Alg(R)(A,B

0) {f} over 0.

Since C(n−1)(−) represents F̂
(n−1)
x , we have a universal element

u ∈ holim←−
j∈∆

F̂ (n−1)
x (C(n−1)(j))

mapping to the identity in

holim←−
j∈∆

mapdg+Alg(R)(A,C
(n−1)(j)0) = mapdg+Alg(R)(A,A).

The obstruction above therefore gives us an element

oe(u) ∈ holim←−
j∈∆

mapdgMod(A)(L,C
(n−1)(j)n[n−1]).
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Writing L⊗∆j := L⊗Z C•(∆
j ,Z) as the tensor product with simplicial chains, we can

represent oe(u) as a morphism {L⊗∆j → C(n−1)(j)n[n−1]}j∈∆ of cosimplicial A-modules

in chain complexes, since L is cofibrant, and hence j 7→ L ⊗ ∆j is a cofibrant resolu-
tion in the Reedy model category dg+Alg(R)∆. We then rewrite this as a morphism

{σ≥0(L[1−n] ⊗∆j)→ C(n−1)(j)n}j∈∆, where σ denotes brutal truncation.

We then set C(n)(j) to be the pushout of the diagram

C(n−1)(j)← Ω•
A〈σ≥0(L[1−n]⊗∆j)[−n]〉 → Ω•

A〈coneσ≥0((L[1−n]⊗∆j))[−n]〉,

the cone being taken in the chain direction, so that HomDG+dg+Alg(R)(C
(n)(j), B) is the

fibre product of the diagram

HomDG+dg+Alg(R)(C
(n−1)(j), B)

oe(u) ��

Homdg+Mod(A)(coneσ≥0(L[1−n] ⊗∆j), Bn)

qq
Homdg+Mod(A)(σ≥0L[1−n] ⊗∆j , Bn).

Since the second map in the fibre product is surjective and cones are acyclic, by sub-
stituting a simplicial fibrant resolution of B to calculate function complexes as in [Hov,
§5.4], this gives us a homotopy fibre sequence

holim−→j∈∆
mapΩ•A

(C(n)(j), B) // holim−→j∈∆
mapΩ•A

(C(n−1)(j), B)

��
mapdgMod(A)(L,B

n
[n−1]),

where we write mapΩ•A
:= mapΩ•A↓DG+dg+Alg(R). Hence by induction, for the given

morphism f : Ω•A → B, we have

holim−→
j∈∆

mapΩ•A↓DG+dg+Alg(R)(C
(n)(j), B) ' F̂ (n)

x (B)×hmapdg+Alg(R)(A,B
0) {f

0},

and thus

holim−→
j∈∆

mapDG+dg+Alg(R)(C
(n)(j), B) ' F̂ (n)

x (B).

It only remains to show that the maps C(j) → C(k) are all homotopy étale. We

begin by observing that Ω1
C(0)(j)

⊗C(0)(j)L,e AL,e is the double complex Ω1
A⊕ (Ω1

A)[−1] for

all j, with cochain differential given by the identity. Then we see that by construction
Ω1
C(n)(j)

⊗C(n)(j)L,e AL,e is an extension of Ω1
C(n−1)(j)

⊗C(n−1)(j)L,e AL,e by the cochain

chain complex σ≥1−n(L⊗∆j)
[−n]
[−n]

id−→ σ≥1−n(L⊗∆j)
[−1−n]
[−n] .

By looking at how the constructions above behave for B of the form A ⊕Mε, we
see that the extensions in each cochain degree are given by the obvious surjective maps
σ≥1−n(L⊗∆j)→ σ≥2−n(L⊗∆j), so it follows that we have quasi-isomorphisms

(Ω1
C(j) ⊗C(j)L,e AL,e)n '


Ω1
A n = 0

cone(σ≥0(L⊗∆j)→ Ω1
A) n = 1

((L⊗∆j)1−n)[−1] n ≥ 2,

of chain complexes, with ∂ : H1((Ω1
C(j))

n) → H1((Ω1
C(j))

n+1) being given by the struc-

tural differential δ : (L⊗∆j)1−n → (L⊗∆j)−n. Since product total complexes respect
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quasi-isomorphisms of bounded above chain complexes, we then have

Tot Πσ≤n(Ω1
C(j) ⊗C(j)L,e AL,e) ' σ≥1−n(L⊗∆j)

for n ≥ 1, and hence Tot Πσ≤n(Ω1
C(j) ⊗C(j)L,e AL,e) ' L for all n > M . This gives

the quasi-isomorphism Tot Πσ≤n(Ω1
C(j) ⊗C(j)L,e AL,e) ' Tot Πσ≤n(Ω1

C(j) ⊗C(k)L,e AL,e)

required, since the inverse systems have stabilised. �

Remark 3.19. If F is represented by a Reedy cofibrant cosimplicial diagram O(X) ∈
dg+Alg(R)∆, as in §2.2, then D∗F is represented by the cosimplicial diagram j 7→
D∗O(X∆j

), so another representing cosimplicial diagram for the functor F̂x of Propo-

sition 3.18 is given by j 7→ D∗O(X∆j
)
∐L

Ω•
O(Xj)

Ω•A =: C ′(j).

This looks quite different from the diagram C(•) constructed in the proof of Propo-
sition 3.18: whereas U ′ := Ω1

C′(j) ⊗C′(j)L,e H0A has Hn(U ′)m = 0 for m > 0 and n 6= 0,

the double complex U = Ω1
C(j)⊗C(j)L,e H0A has Hn(U)m = 0 for m > 1 and n 6= 1. The

extra m = 1 terms enable the construction in Proposition 3.18 to avoid trying to embed
SpecA in a derived affine scheme submersive over F .

Definition 3.20. Given a stacky DGAA B ∈ DG+dg+Alg(R) for which the chain
complexes (LΩ1

B ⊗L
BL,e (B0)L,e)i are acyclic for all i > q, and a homogeneous functor

F : dg+Alg(R) → sSet with a cotangent complex LF (B0, x) at a point x ∈ F (B0), we
say that a point y ∈ D∗F (B) lifting x ∈ F (B0) is rigid if the induced morphism

LF (B0, x)→ Totσ≤qLΩ1
B ⊗L

BL,e (B0)L,e

is a quasi-isomorphism of B0-bimodules.
We denote by (D∗F )rig(B) ⊂ D∗F (B) the space of rigid points (a union of path

components).

Remark 3.21. Note that for a point y ∈ D∗F (B) to be rigid is the same as saying that
it does not deform: for any nilpotent surjection e : C → B with a point z ∈ D∗F (C)
lifting y, the map e has an essentially unique section s with s(y) ' z.

Definition 3.22. Define the ∞-category Ldg+DG+Aff(R) by localising
DG+dg+Alg(R)opp at levelwise weak equivalences, and let Ldg+DG+Aff(R)ét be
the full 2-sub-∞-category of Ldg+DG+Aff(R) with the same objects but only spaces of
homotopy étale morphisms (so mapLdg+DG+Aff(R)ét(A,B) ⊂ mapLdg+DG+Aff(R)(A,B) is

a union of path components). We then denote the ∞-category of simplicial presheaves
on Ldg+DG+Aff(R) by L(dg+DG+Aff(R)ét)∧.

Now observe that (D∗F )rig defines a functor on Ldg+DG+Aff(R)ét, since rigidity is
preserved by homotopy étale morphisms.

Corollary 3.23. If a homotopy-preserving homogeneous functor F : dg+Alg(R)→ sSet
has bounded below cotangent complexes LF (A, x) at all points x ∈ F (A) for all A, then
for any homotopy-preserving functor G : DG+dg+Alg(R) → sSet, we have a natural
weak equivalence

mapLdg+DG+Aff(R)∧(D∗F,G) ' mapL(dg+DG+Aff(R)ét)∧((D∗F )rig, θ∗G)∫ h

B∈St
mapsSet(D∗F (B), G(B)) '

∫ h

B∈Stét

mapsSet((D∗F )rig(B), G(B)),
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for St := LDG+dg+Alg(R) and θ : DG+dg+Alg(R)ét → DG+dg+Alg(R) the inclusion
functor.

Proof. The resolution of Proposition 3.18 lies in dg+DG+Aff(R)ét, and the canonical

elements uj ∈ D∗F (C(j)) are all rigid. That proposition gives us an expression F̂x '
holim−→j∈∆

RSpecC(j), and similarly setting

F̂x,rig(B) := (D∗F )rig(B)×hF (B0),x∗ map(A,B0)

gives F̂x,rig ' holim−→j∈∆
(RSpecC(j))rig, for (RSpecC(j))rig ∈ L(dg+DG+Aff(R)ét)∧

the prestack represented by C(j).
Now θ∗ : Ldg+DG+Aff(R)∧ → L(dg+DG+Aff(R)ét)∧ has a derived left adjoint Lθ∗

which sends (RSpecC)rig to RSpecC, so we deduce that Lθ∗F̂x,rig ' F̂x.
Since homotopy colimits in sSet are universal (immediate for coproducts, while hom-

topy pushouts follow from [Pup]), we have that

ho lim−→
(x,A)

F̂x(B) ' D∗F (B)×hF (B0) ho lim−→
(x,A)

mapdg+Alg(R)(A,B
0)

' D∗F (B)×hF (B0) F (B0)

' D∗F (B),

where (x,A) runs over objects of dg+DG+Aff(R)↓F , and similarly

ho lim−→
(x,A)

F̂x,rig(B) ' (D∗F )rig(B).

Since derived left adjoints commute with homotopy colimits, this gives

D∗F ' Lθ∗(D∗F )rig,

which is equivalent to the desired statement. �

Proposition 3.24. Given a derived ∞-geometric Artin NC prestack F and any
homotopy-preserving functor G : dg+Alg(R) → sSet, we have a natural weak equiva-
lence

mapLDG+Aff(R)∧(F,G)→ mapLdg+DG+Aff(R)∧(D∗F,D∗G).

Proof. If F is sqc, then it is represented by a hypergroupoid X•, and then D∗F is

represented by the cosimplicial stacky DGAA j 7→ D∗O(X∆j
), so we have

mapLdg+DG+Aff(R)∧(D∗F,D∗G) ' holim←−
j∈∆

(D∗G)(D∗O(X∆j
))

' holim←−
(i,j)∈∆×∆

G(DiD∗O(X∆j
))

' mapLDG+Aff(R)∧(holim−→
(i,j)∈∆×∆

RSpec ncDiD∗O(X∆j
), G),

and the argument of [Pri6, Proposition 3.13] gives a weak equivalence
RSpec ncDD∗O(X∆•) ' X of simplicial presheaves, from which the equivalence fol-
lows.

In general, we write F as a filtered colimit lim−→α
Fα of sqc derived n-geometric Artin

NC prestacks, and the key observation to make is that if B is bounded in the cochain
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direction, then the homotopy limit defining D∗F (B) is effectively finite, so D∗F (B) '
lim−→α

D∗Fα(B). We then have

map(D∗F,D∗G) '
∫ h

B∈LDG+dg+Alg(R)
mapsSet(D∗F (B), G(B))

' holim←−
n

∫ h

B∈LDG+dg+Alg(R)
mapsSet(D∗F (B), G(B≤n))

' holim←−
n

∫ h

B∈LDG+dg+Alg(R)
mapsSet(D∗F (B≤n), G(B≤n))

' holim←−
n

holim←−
α

∫ h

B∈LDG+dg+Alg(R)
mapsSet(D∗Fα(B≤n), G(B≤n))

' holim←−
n

holim←−
α

map(Fα, G)

' map(F,G). �

The significance of Corollary 3.23 and Proposition 3.24 arises when G classifies some
structure (for example the shifted pre-bisymplectic structures of [Pri9]), with maps from
F to G then corresponding to the space of such structures on F . Proposition 3.24 allows
us to reinterpret this as a structure on D∗F , with Corollary 3.23 allowing us to reduce
further to the rigid functor (D∗F )rig. Consequently, the full functoriality of G is not
needed to formulate structures on F , since we only need homotopy étale functoriality
of D∗G on stacky DGAAs. This then permits comparison with structures (such as the
shifted double Poisson structures of [Pri9]) which are only functorial with respect to
homotopy étale morphisms of stacky DGAAs.
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